IV. The Rejection of the Natural Law Tradition and Its Effects on the Culture of Diplomacy

1. The Conflict about the Recognition of Natural Law Theories

a) Introduction

_Ius naturae et gentium_ was a common formula in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century legal terminology.¹ It connotated the partial identity of natural law and the law among states. The identity was partial, because not all natural law was law among states and only the unset law among states was natural law. However, since the nineteenth century, an implicit question mark cast doubts upon the self-evident certainty behind the use of the conjunction “et” linking both legal fields. In contradistinction against the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the problem has had to be solved from the nineteenth century, how international law can be derived as the legal framework seen as overarching sovereign states. Since then, recourse to natural law as the “source” of international law has become inappropriate, as is immediately obvious to everyone taking in consideration the machinery of setting, implementing, enforcing and questioning international legal norms. Hardly a single day passes in which not one of the 194 sovereign UN member states does not enter into an agreement with another member state. Since the approval of the Statute for the International Court of Law on 13 / 16 December 1920, treaties have been formally accepted as a major category of legal “sources” for international adjudication.² Thousands of binding international agreement have come into existence, with some of them explicitly being designed as legislative treaties, setting international legal norms, while others acquire this role through custom or by court verdicts. This is not a new situation. Already in 1908, jurist and peace activist Walther Schücking predicted that the increased juridification of relations among states by way of treaties would eventually result in “world domestic politics” (Weltinnenpolitik).³ Since then, the number not only of treaties among states has


² V. G. Degan, _Sources of International Law_ (Development of International Law, 27) (The Hague, Boston and London, 1997).

exploded, but also of international institutions and organisations at global and regional levels, which, through their own norm-setting activities, have intensified the network of already existing treaty relations.

The decision to accept treaties as “sources” of international law seemed to have answered the question about the origin of international legal norms. already in 1899, Heinrich Triepel postulated that international legal norms were the products of streamlined single state wills, thereby formulating something of a juristic confession that has rarely been called into question since then. This is surprising in view of a discrepancy that renders Triepel’s smooth explanation everything but satisfactory. The main difficulty is that, if indeed all international legal norms were to flow from state wills, in the last resort on the basis of voluntarily self-obligations by states, then governments of states would not only have the freedom to decide not to enter into treaties (which was self-evident for Triepel as well), but also to break existing treaties, should the state will command such action. However, empirically, far more than 95% of all treaties among states have been honoured at all times, under all conditions, by all governments. Why has this been so? One theorist took the viewpoint of psychology and argued that one and the same state will cannot simultaneously want and reject a treaty. But this argument runs contrary to experience in that it postulates the continuity of the state will, thereby excluding changes of state wills. It also ignores empirical evidence that many treaties continue to be honoured even after state wills have changed, and that, in cases of breaches of treaties, when they do occur, governments of states come forward with comprehensive arguments in defence of their acts. But, the current treaty-making business, involving international lawyers, organisations, regional institutions, governments of sovereign states with their foreign-policy establishments, leaves little room and no time for such abstract theoretical matters.

Natural law is one of the issues of abstract theory, opaque enough to serve as a platform for criticism among exausted practitioners. If natural law is mentioned in surveys of international law at all, it usually gets debunked on the garbage heap piling up the debris of ideas of previous centuries. It counts as an odd Eurocentric construct of addlebrained intellectuals in the ivory towers of the so-called “old international law”, removed from reality and seemingly beyond the confines of rational theory-making. Such censuring has had its tradition. After having been taught at

---


6 The so-called “critical” historiography of international law even claims the postulate that natural law offered the “ideological” foundation for the emergence of “modern state-centered, imperialist international law”. See: Hunter (note 1), p. 13. For further derogatory descriptions of natural law see, among many: Andreas von Arnauld,
universities to the middle of the nineteenth century, later nineteenth-century legal theorists regarded it as a somewhat obscene theorem that only well experienced jurists might be able to handle with the apparently required care.\(^7\) It has become appropriate to exclude natural law from international legal theory dominating since then, even though natural law did find a few supporters during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.\(^8\) Occasionally, legal norms have been approved stipulating abidance by rules displaying proximity to natural law.\(^9\) A few more recent theorists have even pointed to the conceptual links between natural and international law, have elevated natural law to a


benchmark for the justice of positive law and have pointed to defects of theories that admit only positive sources of international law.10

It is the aim of the following notes to establish not only the possibility of but also the need for the restoration of the links between natural and international law by way of an examination of the history of legal theory.

b) Definitions

The German word *Völkerrecht* is a loan formation from Latin *ius gentium*, on record in German since the seventeenth century.11 Together with its parallel in French, *droit des gens*, it represents two concepts different in range and partly overlapping, without having ever been identical. The original Latin phrase could comprise the law common to all groups together with the law applicable to guests and foreigners in the city of Rome. These meanings differed substantially from the meaning *Völkerrecht* and *droit des gens* have carried since the seventeenth century.12 In Antiquity, these meanings were encapsulated in different formulae, most frequently that of the *ius belli ac pacis*. Cicero, for one, derived the *ius belli ac pacis* explicitly from natural law as the given, unset set of legal rules that he described as the law of reason.13 This theoretical position, which may have been taken already in pre-Republican times, merged with Christianity and, in the Christian context, demand the abandoning of “the assumption that global law exclusively derives its validity from processes of State law-making and from state sanctions, where these derive from State internal sources of law.”, and request recognition for a “concept of law to encompass norms lying beyond the legal sources of Nation-State and international law and, at the same time, to reformulate our concept of the regime.”

---


11 Richard Zouche, *Allgemeines Völcker-Recht* (Frankfurt, 1666) [first published s. t.: *Juris et judicij facialis sive juris inter gentes et quaestionum de eodem explicatio, qua quae ad pacem et bellum inter diversos principes aut populos spectant, ex praecipuis historico-jure peritus exhibentur* (Leiden, 1651); reprint, edited by Thomas Erskine Holland (Washington, 1911); French version, edited by Dominique Gaurier (Cahiers de l’Institut d’Anthropologie Juridique, 21) (Limoges, 2009)]. Zouche already used different words for the Roman republican *ius gentium*, the law in force for Non-Romans in Rome, and the *ius inter gentes* as the law valid in relations among states.


13 Marcus Tullius Cicero, *De re publica*, book III, chap.29, nr 107-108 [various edns].
resulted in the equation of natural law with divine or Mosaic law. At around 1600, the formula *ius inter gentes*, until then a rival to *ius gentium*, took the new meaning of a framework of norms valid among states, including the specific law emerging from treaties between states.\(^\text{14}\) The *ius belli ac pacis* that had, until then, always been understood as unset, continued to form part of natural law jointly with the *ius gentium*. The dualism of specific positive *ius inter gentes* and unset general *ius gentium* (and *ius belli ac pacis*) established the basis for the theory of the law among states and the law of war during the seventeenth century, as proposed mainly by Grotius and Pufendorf. The latter constructed the *ius gentium* as unset law above states, from which he derived the natural-law obligation of rulers to provide security for the ruled, an obligation that he identified with the obligation to preserve peace.\(^\text{15}\) In sharp rejection of Hobbes’s political theory and against seventeenth-century deniers of the law among states, Pufendorf also insisted that the state of nature was under the rule of law.\(^\text{16}\)

In the course of the eighteenth century, the concepts behind the words *ius inter gentes* and *ius gentium* drifted further apart. Two schools of thought came into existence. On the one side, theorists such as Geneva jurist Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui\(^\text{17}\) and Halle jurist Johann Gottlieb Heinecke took the *ius inter gentes* to be natural law and subsumed the *ius inter gentes* under unset law. On the other side, theorists such as Göttingen statistician Gottfried Achenwall positioned the *ius inter gentes* as a legal field of its own, juxtaposing it to unset natural law, which appeared to them to hedge the “complete freedom” (völlige Freyheit)\(^\text{19}\) of political communities. The most influential member of this group was Christian Wolff at Halle, who derived from the natural law his *civitas maxima* extending across the entire globe as the legal “source” for state sovereignty as well as for the *ius belli ac pacis*.\(^\text{20}\)

In 1789, Jeremy Bentham first called attention to his neologism “International Law”, which he
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\(^{15}\) Pufendorf, *De iure* (note 1), book VII, chap. 9, nr 3, p. 766.


\(^{17}\) Jean Jacques Burlamaqui, *The Principles of Natural and Political Law*, book II, chap. 6, fourth edn (Boston, 1792), p. 120 [first published (Amsterdam, 1751); further edns (Geneva, 1762); (Paris, 1820-1821)].


placed above states and defined it as the sole type of set or customary law capable of regulating the behaviour of governments of states. Bentham’s new formula disseminated into other languages, first into Spanish and later, though sluggishly, into German as well. 21 As Bentham and most nineteenth- and twentieth-century theorists no longer considered natural law as a “source” of any law above states, the problem of the derivation of “international law” came up again. Nineteenth-century jurists became used to the concept of the “legal source” as the instance or the non-institutional force that appeared to produce the law. Nineteenth-century positivists, following general legal theory,22 took the postulate as their starting point that legal norms had to be combined into “frameworks of legal order” (Rechtsordnungen) and that a “legal community” (Rechtsgemeinschaft) would have to exist as the body of actors generating the “framework”. For “international law”, they similarly postulated an “international legal community” in charge of establishing and promoting an international “framework of legal order”.23 Through that postulate, the question of the “sources” of “international law” (in Bentham’s sense) shifted from to the question under which conditions this “legal community” could legislate the law. All theorists, making statements relevant to this question, considered the “international legal community” to be identical with the “community of states”.24 Because states as sovereigns could not be subject to the will of any other government or ruling institution and could not be constrained in the freedom of exercising their wills, the postulated “international legal community” could only be imagined as resulting from the state wills of its members. This “community of states”, often termed “family of nations”, thus was limited to states in Europe and the European overseas settlement colonies. However, that law, which this exclusionist “international legal community” was held to legislate, was expected to become valid throughout the globe. The law that was being conceived as international positive law was thus explicitly shaped as the house law of a European club of states.25

23 Triepel, Völkerrecht (note 4), pp. 80-81.
In specific respects, various views about the modality of the genesis of the European club of states were concurring, such as the claim that the club had come into existence through the unification of state wills, or the argument that some “community of intercourse” had become established among all states linked to one another through legal norms. Likewise, some theorists held the belief that “international law” was state law designed to impact on the outside beyond state borders and had become unified into a “common will” of the states forming the “international legal community”. In all these projections, the fundamental question, however, remained unanswered, where the newly conceived “international law” could receive its binding force from. Positivists were unable to derive, in the highest instance, the “basic norm” pacta sunt servanda. For positivists, like jurists in general, took the view that all legal norms had to be derived from a higher legal norm, with the eventual consequence that highest legal norms could not be derived any more.

c) The Relevance of the Question about the Sources of International Law

The positivist theory of the derivation of international law was based on the assumption that international law, in itself, did not form an ordered legal system and could not exist without a “frameworld of legal order”. Such “legal orders” appeared to be evident for civil and criminal law in accordance with state law, but were not to be taken for granted for international law. Hence, international law appeared to be diffuse, heterogeneous and difficult to grasp. By consequence “legal orders” in the international arena could not be understood as derivable from some uniform causal logic; instead they seemed to have resulted contingently from events. Hence, positivist international legal theory historicised the concept of “legal sources” through recourse to narrativity and did so long before narrativism became fashionable. In its historical dimension, international law has thus ranked as defective compared to state law.

However, this position is based on assumptions that are far from obvious, given that it equates the
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27 Jellinek, Natur (note 5), pp. 48-49.
28 Triepel, Völkerrecht (note 4), pp. 76, 80.
30 Preiser, Völkerrechtsgeschichte (note 29), pp. 5, 11.
contingency of the unsatisfactory current condition of research in the history of international law with the significance of the matter itself. But the very fact that research in the history of international law has not been thriving field of study, when compared to other legal fields, does not justify the verdict that international law should be given a low rank among the legal fields. By contrast, the importance of international law emerges already from the logic of peace agreements as war-ending treaties, for they feature stipulations under international law that must be implemented within states under the threat of the use of military force, even when they are incompatible with state law and run contrary to the interests of affected population groups. This aspect of peace agreements is usually given with those many agreements, which enact the transformation of a military imbalance between the winner and the loser of a war into a legal framework, thereby perpetualising the imbalance beyond the end of a war. War-ending treaties of this kind are \textit{ex definitione} unequal, because most of their stipulations are non-reciprocal. Moreover, they come into existence under the condition, being a mandatory requirement for treaties between states under European public law of treaties, that partners to treaties have recognised each other as sovereigns, thereby can legitimately implement the treaties agreed upon and have voluntarily accepted the agreement. There is no legitimate reason for doubts in the fundamental justice of this procedure. However, the format of peace treaties as war-ending agreements was applied in other contexts, in which the justice of this procedure has been far from given.

In these contexts, positivist international law of European provenance has had its own impact beyond the confines of Europe, the Americas and the “family of nations”. Numerous agreements were made out between European and the US governments on the one side, governments in Africa, West, South, Southeast, East Asia and the South Pacific on the other and drew on the European public law of treaties. As a rule, they were unequal, although the vast majority of them were no war-ending treaties, thereby resulting not from a military decision in the course of a war but from political dictates enforced under diplomatic pressure. European and the US governments usually insisted upon the application of the European public law of treaties without making explicit some of the principles that stood behind the stipulations, notably the “basic norm” \textit{pacta sunt servanda} and the demand for the use of literacy as the venue of communicating the texts of the agreements. In retrospect, the presumption of the justice of these treaties,\footnote{Radbruch, ‘Unrecht’ (note 10).} in contradistinction against the war-ending treaties, has become subject to serious doubts to the extent that these agreement cannot be regarded as acceptable in principled terms. Nevertheless, these treaties were enforced as positive law in territories that had come under colonial rule to the disadvantage of the victims of colonialism, even though the European and the US governments often exempted themselves from their own treaty
obligations. Hence, it is incontestable that the superimposition of international law upon victims of colonial rule has had disadvantageous consequence for the general acceptance of international law in the world at large.

However, positivism is as incapable of justifying the effects of international upon state law, as it lacks reasoning how it “can on its own justify the validity of laws” (aus eigener Kraft die Geltung von Gesetzen): “it believes to have already proved the validity of a law, when that law has possessed the power of coming into force. But power may perhaps serve as the foundation for a must, but never for the should.” (er glaubt, die Geltung eines Gesetzes schon damit erwiesen zu haben, daß es die Macht besessen hat, sich durchzusetzen. Aber auf Macht läßt sich vielleicht ein Müssen, aber niemals ein Sollen oder ein Gelten begründen.) The same applies for treaties among states, the validity of which cannot be established by force, but only through law above the laws. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, positivists have adhered to the assumption that such law above the laws can be derived from the unification of state wills, drawn together into the “international legal community”. They regarded the genesis of this “international legal commuity” as the outcome of an extralegal historical process. Yet, this assumption does ot provide an answer to the question why which population groups have become members of the “international legal community” and which have not been coopted into it. Positivists usually take as a given the postulate that population groups united in the “international legal community” share some common cultural identity, seemingly tied to a nation or a group or apparently similar nations. In committing themselves to this assumption, positivist legal theorists has underwritten part of the political ideology of nationalism, which, among others, formed the backdrop for Georg Friedrich Puchta’s claim that customary law must be traceable to a nation as a “legal community”. In the perception of international legal theorists, the “family of nations” also served as the generator of customary law. It featured as a legal term in the Paris peace agreement of 1856, which has often been interpreted as an act of grace admitting the Ottoman Turkish Empire into the club of states and subjected the empire to the club’s house law.

36 Radbruch, ‘Unrecht’ (note 10), S. 215.
37 Puchta, Gewohnheitsrecht (note 22).
39 Treaty France – Russia – Sardinia – Turkey – UK, Paris, 30 March 1856, in: CTS, vol. 114, pp. 410-420. On the treaty see: Kleinschmidt, Geschichte (note 35), pp. 299-300. The frequently stated contention that Turkey should have been accepted into “European international law” through the treaty [e. g.: Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society (London, 1977), pp. 13-14; second edn, edited by Stanley Hoffmann (Basingstoke and New York, 1995); third edn, edited by Andrew Hurrell (Basingstoke and New York, 2002)], cannot be confirmed from the text of the treaty and stands against corollary material, confirming that, at the time, the Turkish government took the view
At the turn towards the twentieth century, Japan was coopted into the club, but not through a treaty as an act of grace, but by way of the evaluation of the military results of the Sino-Japanese War of 1895/95 as a kind of entrance ticket. The “family of nations” claimed the “civilisation” of a state as the prime entitlement for membership, thereby classing “civilisation” as a legal term. Members of the “family of nations” retained for themselves the privilege of authoritatively deciding whether or not a state had accomplished “civilisation”, the verdict not being adjudicable. States ranked as “civilised”, when their forms of government and “frameworks of legal order” appeared to be compatible with those current in Europe and North America.

The conception of international law as the house law of the club of the “family of nations” was thus closely related with the brisk rejection of natural law. According to positivist doctrine, the societas of the mutually interconnected states was not that of the freetraders, who sought to portray their demand for the “opening” of states for “intercourse” as legitimate. But the conception displayed similarity to a political argument supported by the international peace movement, according to which states would not have the option of avoiding the rules of “world domestic policy”, once they had entered into intercourse with one another. Jurist Georg Jellinek, the leading international legal theorist at the end of the nineteenth century, for one, thus anticipated the political argumentation of the international peace movement of the subsequent generation. Put differently: Once states had been “opened”, they, according to Jellinek, had already come under the sway of international law. Jellinek apparently noted the proximity, in which his claims might be placed towards eighteenth-century natural law theory, specifically Christian Wolff’s. This was so, because Jellinek’s societas might appear to be identifiable with Wolff’s civitas maxima. Moreover, Jellinek used the word “nature” in an argument aimed at the derivation of the legal bondedness of state wills. Before it even arose, he already took an explicit stance against the misunderstanding that he was a natural law theorist, as misunderstanding, which he regarded as possible without falling in his responsibility. Seeking to distance himself from natural law theory, Jellinek argued that this theory had been based on metaphysical, somewhat wooden mechanisms seemingly capable, as external agents, of constraining decision-making capabilies of governments of states. By contrast, he observed, the

that is was respecting international law.


apparently given empirical “objective characteristics of international life” (objectiven Merkmale der internationalen Lebensverhältnisse) could not have “legal nature independently from state wills” (unabhängig vom Staatswillen überhaupt keine rechtliche Natur), but were, “as merely imagined, purely potential relations between state and state, empty barns, receiving flesh and blood, life and movement, only through the creative wills of the state” (als nur gedachte, als rein potentielle Beziehungen von Staat zu Staat leere Scheunen, die Fleisch und Blut, Leben und Bewegung erst durch den schöpferischen Willen des Staats erhalten). Positivists thus reinterpret natural law theory in the context of nineteenth-century biologism. As they described the state in accordance with the model of the living body, the machine model, informing eighteenth-century natural law doctrine, was bound to offend them. Nevertheless, they continued to use the prime assumption, informing natural law theory, that some force, derived from reason and effectively regulating relations among states, alone could legally bind state wills, and adduced this assumption as the sole platform soliciting all legislative activities of state wills. And yet, against Jellinek’s plea, the use of the word “nature” of “state lives” seemed have “come quite close” to the foundation of international law in natural law theory, in the perception of theorists at the turn towards the twentieth century. These theorists then took the critical position that Jellinek’s rhetoric was “surely something no less questionable” (etwas sicherlich nicht minder bedenkliches) than the postulate that there was some power above states capable of enforcing the law above them. In positivist perception, then, the sheer obscenity of natural law theory seems to have resulted not just from the theory allowing the formation of legal norms without human activity, but even demanding the recognition of the need that the making of the highest legal norms should be placed outside the realm of human action. The latter statement includes the claim that natural legal norms should be accepted as valid for humankind as such and that they should not be subject to political and military decisions. Hence, positivism could narratively describe the general enforcement of international legal norms by way of the global expansion of the “family of nations”, but it could not provide a causal explanation. By consequence, the “source” precisely of the highest legal norms remained unspecified in positivist legal theory.

This statement mainly applies to three legal norms, first the duty, explicitly regulated first in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969, that treaties among states should be laid down in writing, the “basic norm” pacta sunt servanda, which still has not been positively set, and the principle of the mutual recognition of the sovereign legal equality of states as UN member-states with subjection under international law, according to the UN Charter (Art. 2). The duty to lay

---

down agreements in writing came up as customary law within the *ius Europeum publicum* as part of treaty formularies, of which some parts have formed a tradition going back to the Ancient Near East. The duty, initially applying to the Mediterranean world alone, was expanded to other parts of the world in the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, even though no binding consensus about the necessity of fulfilling that duty had then been reached, and was further expanded to Africa and the South Pacific from the late eighteenth century. In these cases, the use of writing in treaty-making was imposed as part of the European treaty-making practice was not based on consensus. The European origin of the practice of writing down agreements between states is still recognisable from the use of European features of the treaty formulary on the side of the treaty partners of European and North American governments. This procedure of superimposing European aspects of the treaty formulary carried with it so much more significance as it coincided with the enforcement of the regularly implicit clausula that what had not been written down by the letter into a treaty, had not been agreed upon between the parties. In formal terms, the agreements followed the demand of the recognition of the legal equality of sovereign contracting parties, while the inequality of most treaty stipulations in material terms became explicit in the inclusion into the treaty texts of stipulations that mainly and unequally awarded rights to the European and North American parties, duties to their counterparts in Africa, West, South, Southeast and East Asia as well as the South Pacific. Hence, the obligation to lay down treaties in writing, bereaved partners to European and North American governments from the capability of unilaterally remedying treaty clauses, once these clauses had been found to be discriminating against states in Africa, West, South, Southeast and East Asia as well as the South Pacific. As a rule, governments of these states understood this procedure as acts of injustice forced upon them.

---


In connection with the obligation to lay down international legal agreements in writing, the simultaneous enforcement of the "basic norm" *pacta sunt servanda* added to the grievances that partners of the European and North American governments had. *Pacta sunt servanda*, which was often enforced on the European and North American side under the threat of the use of military force, even though it was nowhere explicitly stated, met with no objection or resistance on principal terms. However, its enforcement, in conjunction with the principle of laying down agreements in writing, entailed the consequence that the treaty partners to the European and North American side saw themselves compelled to apply unequal stipulations that were manifestly disadvantageous to populations under their control, and to do so even under conditions that ran contrary domestic law in their states. In not a few cases, the lack of compatibility between positive treaty law and domestic customary law on the side of the treaty partners of the European and North American side, resulted in internal conflicts that could turn violent, thereby destabilise and even delegitimise state governments, eventually boosting legal insecurity and revolutionary change, as in Ashanti, China, Fiji, Japan, to name only a few. For states outside the the "family of nations", international law as the house law of that club of states not only had the sad implication of substantially delegitimising international law. Even more importantly, in the perception of European and North American governments, it appeared to legitimise the use of military force against resistance, with which governments of states in Africa, West, South, Southeast and East Asia as well as the South Pacific sought to act against existing unequal treaties, but were excluded from right of resistance against unjust legal norms under the pretense that they, in the perception of European and North American governments, were brandmarked as "uncivilised" or even "savage" and could not be party to norms enshrined in positive law of war.48

The third legal norm, that is, the principle of the legal equality of treaty partners, was the basic condition for the entire application of the European public law of treaties. This was so, because, from the early nineteenth century, this principle boosted recognition of the demand that only states as sovereigns could enter into agreements under international law.49 Also unequal treaties, even in their extreme form of treaties of cession, operated under the condition that the signatory parties were

---

recognising their legal equality as sovereigns, because this was the prime condition under which treaties could be regarded as implementable. As late as in 1832, the principle informed the US Supreme Court decision in a case, in which the state of Cherokee, then on the territory of the US federal state of Georgia, was recognised as a sovereign and credited with having received its sovereignty from natural conditions, that is, not by derivation through an act of grace by another government. The Court based its decision on the several treaties that the Cherokee had concluded with the US government between 1785 and 1816.50 The same logic applied to the many treaties under international law that came into existence between African and European governments in the course of the nineteenth century.51 As most of these treaties were written out indefinitely, they remained valid as long as they were neither scrapped nor replaced by new agreements. For example, the British governments concluded several treaties with the Kingdom of Bonny between 1837 and 1884, thereby recognising Bonny as a sovereign state, which is currently a local municipality in Nigeria.52 A militant movement, which has demanded independence of Bonny from Nigeria since 2012, is pointing to the 1884 treaty, which has remained in force throughout the period of British colonial rule with the consequence that, in the view of the movement, Bonny has remained in existence as a state.53

Hence, colonial rule was irreconcilable with the principles of European public law of treaties among states. The very fact that European and North American governments, as a rule, did not suspend existing treaties with states that had come under their colonial domination, even though the interpreted them to their own advantage or simply ignored and broke them, strengthened mistrust in international law among the victims of colonial rule and enforced their readiness for military resistance. Positivist international legal theorists, by not only ignoring these negative consequences for the legitimacy of international law in the world at large, but even explicitly justifying the use of international law as the house law of the “family of nations” by recourse to the formulae of “civilisation”, turned themselves into intellectual supporters of colonialism. In summary, the

rejection of natural law theory by positivist international legal theorists has not only always been morally indefensible, but has sustained the lack of legitimacy of international law by eliminating recourse to law above laws.

d) Defenders of Natural Law under the Dominant Influence of Positivism

That, however, does not mean that natural law completely disappeared from jurisprudence in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Specifically after World War II, under the immediate impact of German crimes against humanity under Nazi rule, legal theorist Gustav Radbruch, already in 1946, came to the conclusion that, under Nazi rule, justice was “consciously denied” (bewußt verleugnet) through the “setting of positive law” (bei der Setzung positiven Rechts), that “the laws had not just been ‘improper law’” (das Gesetz nicht etwa nur ‘unrichtiges Recht’), but that laws had laws “had not had any legal nature at all” (überhaupt der Rechtsnatur entbehrt). Radbruch thus ranked justice, as established under natural law, above the legality of laws and did so in agreement with contemporary court practice. In the same year 1946, the Wiesbaden local court had decreed that “the laws confiscating the property of Jews to the state” (die Gesetze, die das Eigentum der Juden dem Staat für verfallen erklärt) stood against the principles of natural law and had been null and void from the very beginning. Likewise, Radbruch pleaded for law above the laws: “Where the injustice of positive law had reached a level at which legal security, usually guaranteed by positive law, remains insignificant in view of manifest injustice: in such a case the unjust positive law has to be removed.” (Wo die Ungerechtigkeit positiven Rechts ein solches Maß erreicht, daß die durch das positive Recht verbürgte Rechtssicherheit gegenüber dieser Ungerechtigkeit überhaupt nicht mehr ins Gewicht fällt: in einem solchen Fall hat das ungerechte positive Recht der Gerechtigkeit zu weichen.) In English-speaking areas, natural law theories found acceptance in legal theories by Ronald Dworkin, Lon Louvois Fuller and John Finnis.

There were also commitments to natural law in writings by international legal theorists at the turn towards the twentieth century and at the beginning of the 1930s. These theorists formed a group determined to derive international law not from human will alone but specifically wished to derive

54 Radbruch, ‘Unrecht’ (note 33), p. 216.
58 Lon Louvois Fuller, The Morality of Law (New Haven, 1964) [reprints (New Haven, 1969; 1975); second edn (New Haven, 1977; 1978); Hindi version (Delhi, 1969); fourth edn of this edn (Delhi, 2006)]. On Fuller see: Jutta Brunnée and Stephen J. Toope, Legitimacy and Legality in International Law. An International Account (Cambridge, 2010), pp. 33-55.
the binding force of international law from the pre-existing community of human beings. Vis-à-vis the minority of the deniers of international law they had to argue the legal character of international law as comprising more than just moral norms. Vis-à-vis the majority of positivist theorists they had to determine the primacy of international over state law. To that end, criminalist Karl Ludwig von Bar, in 1912, took a stand against the theory that governments of states were merely following international treaties by acts of self-obligation, and argued that the will of states might change and, with that possibility being given, the “basic norm” pacta sunt servanda could not be derived from state self-obligation alone and for all times. Bar thus contested the validity of the clausula de rebus sic stantibus and maintained that the binding force of positive international law could not be derived from state power but only from the superior “belief in the necessity of keeping word” (Glauben an die Notwendigkeit des Worthaltens). This belief, he insisted, was part of “all human relations” (gesamten menschlichen Verhältnisse), which he explicitly termed “natural law.” He thereby affiliated himself with eighteenth-century natural law doctrine.

By contrast, Bar’s colleague and younger contemporary Ernst von Beling asked the question under which conditions the binding force of international law could arise, in the context of a discussion of the concept of sovereignty, not at the level of the validity of treaties under international law. States, Beling believed, could receive their sovereignty not from within themselves but only from the “community of states placed above the states” (den Staaten übergeordnete Staatengemeinschaft). State sovereignty, Beling insisted, was not incompatible with the admission of the law-setting capability of the community of states, because, by analogy, private persons would not lose their autonomy by belonging to a state. Should there be a notion of sovereignty that might be “incompatible with the postulate of a superior community of states” (mit der Annahme einer übergeordneten Staatengemeinschaft unvereinbar wäre), that concept of sovereignty would have to go, not the conception of the community of states. According to Beling, no state could claim sovereignty, unless it had previously been created and conveyed by the community of states. Beling’s conception of the community of states comprised more than a law-setting legal community. Like Wolff’s civitas maxima, it was the community within which alone states could be established. Criminalist Rudolf Stammler even arrived at the conviction that what he termed international law (“Völkerrecht”) as the law of the community of states with “Western European civilisation” (westeuropäischer Zivilisation) should be distinguished from the “world law”
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(Weltrecht), which he regarded as valid without any limitation to certain states and population groups but as a legal framework that contained “the commitment of lawfulness” (das rechtliche Wollen) in the world at large. Stammler described his “world law” in the terms of natural law doctrine in the same way as Wolff had described his **civitas maxima**, and sharply turned against attempts to restrict the validity of “world law” to members of the “family of nations”. The Vienna jurist, international peace activist and last Prime Minister of the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy, Heinrich Lammasch, shared the opinion that the superior community of states was not detrimental to state sovereignty but was essential for the maintenance of ordered inter-state relations. Moreover, some Catholic theologians, among them Viktor Cathrein SJ and Joseph Mausbach, followed the great tradition of the law of war and peace, as shaped by St Thomas Aquinas, which they tried to restore. And last but not least, philosopher Leonard Nelson was explicit in deriving international law from natural law.

Elsewhere in Europe, the idea found acceptance that a superior general community should be regarded as existing above states. For one, the Leiden publicist Hugo Krabbe, in explicit agreement with Beling, argued that states could only be created under international law and that its binding force was the product of the general unquitous legal consciousness. Krabbe positioned this legal consciousness as the prime condition for all law. In France as well, publicist Henri Bonfils and constitutional lawyer Léon Duguit maintained that the law above the state was founded in the legal consciousness that was spanning the world and had come into existence without acts of human will. These theorists then postulated that international law should have been derived from the general human willingness to recognise the rule of law.

From the 1920s, the number of chairs of jurisprudence denominated for international law increased and contributed to the professionalisation of this legal discipline, that was also reflected in
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deliberations about problems of determining the sources of international law but also its methodologies and philosophical foundations. Already in 1911, the Vienna publicist and legal philosopher Hans Kelsen sharply attacked the then dominating doctrine of the sources of international law. In his view, the existing doctrine positioned what it considered as independent “individual wills” (Einzelwillen) of states beyond the confines of the realm of the law, thereby placing it beyond any form of legal control. In this way, Kelsen maintained, the activities of governments of sovereign states was dominated by power not by the law.73 In a study published shortly after the end of World War I on sovereignty and the theory of international law, Kelsen then returned to the old question of whether or not international law was a perfect “legal ordering system” (Rechtsordnung) capable of enforcing legal norms. And he arrived at the conclusion that this question had been put the wrong way. This, he argued, had been so, because the question, central to international law, was not about its effectiveness as an instrument of law enforcement, but about its rank vis-à-vis other legal fields. Properly put the question should be whether international law was to be placed above or below state law.74 Kelsen assumed that a hierarchy among legal fields existed that he described as “orders” (Ordnungen), and he concluded that international law held the highest position in that hierarchy. Basic legal norms were to move from international law into other legal “orders” through “delegation” or “derivation”.75 Kelson would not recognise the state itself as a “generator” (Erzeuger) of but regarded the state as identical with a “legal ordering system”.76 This “legal ordering system”, therefore, had to be delegated from a “source” (Quelle) above the state. The “delegation” was to refer not to all norms of state law, but should form merely the “basis for the claim of validity of an order” (den Grund für die Soll-Geltung einer Ordnung), in essence then the legal norm that alone could bring to the fore the legitimacy of the state.77 Kelsen termed this legal norm the “basic norm” (Grund-Satz78 or Grundnorm),79 which he defined as the fact, in which every order is created “to which manifest human behaviour corresponds which is correlated with that order to a certain degree” (Tatbestand, in dem jene Ordnung erzeugt wird, der das tatsächliche Verhalten
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der Menschen, auf die sich diese Ordnung bezieht, bis zu einem gewissen Grad entspricht).\textsuperscript{80} According to Kelsen, it was only international law that could legitimise a power manifestly establishing itself and “delegated” in this way the order of legal force, that it had set, to the degree by which it becomes effective (so die von ihr gesetzte Zwangsordnung in dem Umfang, als sie effektiv wirksam wird).\textsuperscript{81} This “basic norm” was not set, but predisposed.\textsuperscript{82} In other words, Kelsen assumed that domestic law, in its capacity of regulating human behaviour “to a certain degree” (bis zu einem gewissen Grad), could not become effective solely through the “individual will” of a state. This, he argued was so, because without a “source” beyond a state, a state law would eventually have to flow from the power of the agent capable of validifying law in all its norms. Kelsen thus expected that the “basic norm” as the general legal norm establishing the legality of a “legal ordering system” was a legal “source” in its own right, not the state.\textsuperscript{83} With this postulate, Kelsen operated with the context of theories that had been taken from the natural law tradition at the turn towards the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{84} At the same time, Kelsen took a step beyond these theories in distinguishing between law and justice. He positioned the “basic norm” as the benchmark for the justice of what was to be accepted as the law.

At the same time, Kelsen distanced himself from the contemporary sociological theory of the law and rule that Max Weber was arguing. Weber derived the legitimate validity of a “legal ordering system”, as perceived by actors in it, from tradition as “the validity of what had always existed” (Geltung des immer Gewesenen), belief as “the validity of the newly revealed or what was sanctioned by examples” (Geltung des neu Offenbarten oder des Vorbildlichen) as well as “what has been postulated as the absolutely valid” (als absolut gültig Erschlossenen). Weber would trace the legitimacy of the “legal ordering system” back to positive law only under the condition that actors, in turn, believed in the legality of that order.\textsuperscript{85} Like Kelsen, Weber derived legality, that is the legal character of the “legal ordering system”, from its legitimacy, that is the belief in its justice, and placed the belief in legitimacy outside the realm of the “legal ordering system”. As a jurist, Kelsen did not follow Weber in this respect. Whereas Weber categorised his “basic norm” not as a legal norm, but as a feature of some religious belief or some tradition, Kelsen had to argue the theory that the “basic norm” itself was derived from the law. He had to take this stance, because otherwise he would not have been able to derive law from a legal “source”, but, instead, would have had to agreed
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with the opposite theory, that he actually contested, that law could only be derived from power. Kelsen went to formal logic to support his assumption that the “basic norm” was a legal “source” in its own right. According to formal logic, in general, that is in every legal field, neither a state institution equipped with an “individual will” nor a person could be a “legal source” but only a legal norm. This was so, because neither an “individual will” nor a “common will” could enforce the belief in the legitimacy of a “legal ordering system”, and the recognition of the legitimacy of set law as enforceable was not a matter of mere belief, but of obliging action. Therefore, positive law in an enforceable “legal ordering system” could obtain legitimacy neither on the basis of religious doctrine nor through state power, but had to be traced back to “the merely hypothetical, formal foundation through the basic norm” (die bloß hypothetische, formale Fundierung durch die Grundnorm), which, in turn, rested on natural law that was positioned above the state as unchangeable, unenforceable “perfect form”. From his assumption that positioned the “basic norm” in natural law above set law and thus conditioned as a legal norm, Kelsen concluded that states as institutions of the legitimate use of force, recognised as such by its inhabitants, could only be derived from international law. He did so, because it was only through the hierarchically superior “order” of international law that the “legal ordering system” internal to the state, together with the institutions enforcing it, could coexist next to the internal “legal ordering systems” and the institutions enforcing them elsewhere in the world as independent and legally equal sovereigns. Put differently, Kelsen, like natural law theorists at the turn towards the twentieth century, postulated that only a general ubiquitously valid legal norm could determine the sovereignty of the “legal ordering system” of a state.

With his concept of the “source” and with his request that a hierarchy of “legal ordering system” peaking in natural law should be accepted as given, Kelsen opted against older theories, according to which international law should arise from some apparent self-obligation of states, the “entry” into the community of intercourse among states and the accompanying obligation to abide by the law, or the “agreement” about the alleged “common will”. Kelsen rejected the latter theory as a “dualism”, seemingly juxtaposing the supra-statal “legal ordering system” against the internal “legal ordering system” of a state as separate fields of law. According to Kelsen, this procedure would open up the
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problem of how to establish the factors, through which such “dualism” might come into existence in the first place. He believed that reference to the alleged “agreement” about the “general will” was illogical, because that supposition would position the internal “legal ordering system” of the state above the international “legal ordering system”. If that supposition were to be accepted, there would not be two distinct fields of law but a “monism” of the internal “legal ordering system” of the state generalizing and then dominating the international arena. In applying the word “monism”, Kelsen used a term that was current in English-speaking areas as part of the propaganda against Wilsonianism and the League of Nations.\(^92\) However, Kelsen insisted, such purportedly “dualist”, but manifestly “monist” supposition could not provide an causal explanation why the supra-statal “legal ordering system”, as all internal state “legal ordering system” could be binding at all. This explanation could only be provided if the binding force was not derived from any other legal norm.\(^93\)

By contrast, Kelsen’s own theory concluded with the derivation of the “basic norm” *pacta sunt servanda* from natural law. Consequently, the legal „nature“ of the equality of sovereign states was not only not a platform for calling into question or even denying international law, but sovereignty as an essential feature of the concept of the state could not possibly exist without international law. Kelsen thereby argued against the established theoretical premise\(^94\) that there could be non-sovereign states or states without subjecthood under international law.\(^95\) Yet, at the same time, he stood against the theory, advocated by the international peace movement, that the increasing density specifically of multilateral agreements should impose limitations on state sovereignty by causing the reduction of the decision-making capabilities of governments of sovereign states. Instead, Kelsen maintained that positive international law, as emerging from treaties among states could do as little harm to the sovereignty of the contractualising states as a peace treaty alone could destroy a defeated state.\(^96\) By the same standard, by which the implementation of a peace treaty required the collaboration of governing institutions on the defeated side, all agreements among states could only remain implementable as long as states retained their sovereignty. Hence, laying the principle of the legal equality of sovereign states was by no means hostile to the bindingness of international law; instead, it was only through the application of and abidance by international law as a superior “legal ordering system” that recognition of the legal equality of sovereigns became possible, because neither sovereignty nor legal equality as such could be derived from self-obligations among contracting parties or any declarations by “individual wills”.\(^97\) Explicitly, Kelsen referred\(^98\) to Christian Wolff’s
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theory of the *civitas maxima* as well as to natural law theorist at the turn towards the twentieth century in his theoretical derivation of international law from “pre-existing” (vorausgesetzten) and unset natural law. Kelsen thus argued a “monism” that placed international above state law.

In an article published in 1914, Kelsen’s Viennese student Alfred Verdross had placed international law under the primacy of state law, while, simultaneously, following the international peace movement and acknowledging the effect of treaties on the reduction of the decision-making capabilities of governments of sovereign states. Subsequently, in his writings published after 1923, Verdross took a strong stand against attempts to derive international law from self-obligations of contracting parties or some “common will” and pointed to natural law as the “source” of international law. Similarly to Kelsen, Verdross went to late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century natural law theories and, adding acumen to Kelsen’s theory, portrayed international law as the generator of the community of states. Explicitly, he defined the “basic norm” *pacta sunt servanda* as “a scientific hypothesis beyond which no further questions were possible” (wissenschaftliche Hypothese, über die nicht weiter hinaus gefragt werden kann). Verdross argued against older theories of the “sources” of international law, which Kelsen had already criticised, pointing out that these theories had failed to produce cogent evidence for the distinctions between international and state law. Verdross attacked the assumption that international law addressed to states only, while state was was addressed to persons, and posited that the distinctions between addressees of “legal ordering systems” was the same in international and in domestic state law, because domestic state law might also be addressed to nationals of other states. Should that be the case, state law would not fall apart into two distinct “legal ordering systems”. Moreover, Verdross, like Kelsen, rejected the claim that international law could become binding only through a law-establishing “common will”, while domestic state law would result from the „individual will“ of a state, and argued the counter theory that the “freedom of states” (staatliche Freiheit) to legislate was “nothing but the sphere of free decision-making given to states by international law” (nichts anderes als eine den Staaten vom Völkerrechte zugestandene Sphäre freien Ermessens). Like Kelsen, Verdross took *pacta sunt servanda* as “basic norm” and added the specification that even customary law became law in...
through this “basic norm”. Further theorists, among the Cambridge publicist Hersch Lauterpacht, the Oxford publicists James Leslie Brierly and Sir John Fischer Williams, publicist Georges Scelle, finally teaching in Paris, publicists Ji-yan Wang at Shanghai and Kisaburō Yokota at Tokyo adopted these theories. Brierly added the specific point, derived from natural law, that even private persons should be admitted as subjects of international law. Philosopher Max Scheler, though contesting, like Brierly, that war was “part of human nature” (im Wesen der Menschennatur) and ascribing to perpetual peace an unconditionally positive value, still, in opposition against Brierly, did not trust in the capability of the League of Nations to act as a guarantor of peace, thus, early on, committing himself to what he termed “instrumental militarism” (Instrumental-Militarismus), through which states obtained self-defense capability, peace thereby becoming possible, and becoming a forerunner of realism.

Similar skepticism prevailed among scholars who continued to support the theory of the “common will” as the “source” of international law. Specifically, Dionisio Anzilotti, at the end of the 1920s, argued the conventional theory that international law was “established through agreements concluded among states” (durch zwischen den Staaten abgeschlossene Vereinbarungen), even though, as in 1912, he referred to pacta sunt servanda as the “original norm” (Ur-Norm), above which no further legal norms could be found. This “original norm”, he argued, produced the binding
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force of treaties among states. Yet only states could be addresses of international legal norms.\textsuperscript{115} Therefore, collections of treaties under codifications of international law ought to be given a high significance for the “ordering of relations among states” (Ordnung der Beziehungen zwischen Staaten).\textsuperscript{116} From the realm of enforceability of international law, Anzilotti, like late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century theorists, excluded all those population groups that, “due to their conditions of life and level of civilisation, are not involved in agreements about the creation of international legal norms” (die wegen ihrer Lebensbedingungen und der Stufe ihrer Zivilisation nicht zu Übereinkommen zur Schaffung von Völkerrechtssätzen beteiligt sind). He gave expression to this claim in the form of a statement of matters of fact and supported it with the argument that the population groups thus discriminated against were “nomads or savage tribes” (um die Nomaden oder wilde Völkerschaften). Their alleged “lack of capability of understanding norms informing international law and thus wanting them” (Unfähigkeit, die Normen, die das Völkerrecht bilden, zu verstehen, und sie daher zu wollen) appeared, in Anzilotti’s view to be the purported fact that these groups “had neither been part of agreements [on the formation of international legal norms] nor that they would succed to these agreements at a later point of time” (daß sie an den Übereinkommen [zur Schaffung von Völkerrechtssätzen] nicht beteiligt sind, noch ihnen später beitreten).\textsuperscript{117} Anzilotti ignored the well recorded fact that, in his own time, these apparently “savage tribes” were tied with members of the League of Nations through dozens of bilateral treaties.

Moreover, theorists, who, like Basle jurist Edward Wiegand refused to admit any norms beyond positive international law, imposed the suspicion upon Verdroß and his supporters that they were advicing the abuse or even breach of international law. Wiegand argued that adherents of natural law doctrine claimed that “unilateral annihilation of treaties and arms increase in breach of treaties were covered by general legal norms if only these acts were supplied with sufficient ethical matter and if uncomfortable treaties were classed as void and offensive to some highly subjective and perhaps also changeable moral sentiment.” (die einseitige Vertragslösung und vertragswidrige Aufrüstung seien durch allgemeine Rechtsgrundsätze gedeckt, wenn man ihnen nur einen tüchtigen ethischen Beigeschmack gibt und unbequeme Verträge als nachtig, weil dem höchst subjektiven und vielleicht auch wandelbaren sittlichen Empfinden des Auslegers nicht genehm hinstellt.)\textsuperscript{118} Wiegand’s argument was applicable to the perversion of natural law that was taking place at that
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time in the German empire under Nazi rule. Yet it was easily refuted by Verdroß and his supporters. True, Verdroß had discussed “objectionable and void state treaties” in a journal article with an eye on the then current debate about the Trianon agreement and its possible voidness, and Wiegand explicitly referred to this article. And, indeed, Verdroß took the principled position that bilateral treaties might be void if they had not come into existence in accordance with due process. In making this point, he alluded to the fact that Austria, like the other “defeated” states, had not been party to the Paris peace conference negotiating the peace agreements. However, Verdroß was far from admitting to anyone a general possibility of breaking existing agreements, because he derived the basic norm pacta sunt servanda from natural law, thereby positing it as a general obligation above all other legal norms.

e) The Overestimation of the League of Nations in Terms of Legal Theory and Its Consequences for the Present

In its own right, the League of Nations was not particularly helpful for theorists willing to place international law above domestic municipal law. This was so, because the League of Nations, although it counted as a “non-contractarian”, “organic”, “natural” and “objective” international organisation, had come into existence through a bilateral agreement, which had not even fulfilled the conditions of being an agreement about the creation of international law. The Versailles Peace Agreement between the Allied Powers and the German Empire could not stand up to that expectation because the several state wills, tied together through the agreement, had not been streamlined into the same direction but had been opposed to each other. Furthermore, the League of Nations did not implement the prime theoretical condition for the establishment of a common will on law-making agreements, namely that the common will was unchangeable and could not be altered through a single state will. The League of Nations did not fulfill this condition, because member states, disagreeing with League of Nations obligations or facing sanctions, would simply quit the League, thereby rendering ineffective the Covenant.

The main reason for the lack of theoretical clarity about the relationship between international and municipal law was the concept of the state to which theorists of various disciplines adhered. Verdroß, for one, made it clear that an “extralegal” (metarechtliche) institution, that is a state positioned above the law, was “a chimera” (ein Phantasiegebilde), thereby subjecting even the concept of the state to the procedure of establishing international legal norms. But, like Anzilotti, Verdroß took the state
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to be the embodiment of the unity of the population groups settling on the state territory.123 Both theorists thus accepted corporatist state theory, according to which the constitution should have the tasks of promotion “integration” among population groups settling on state territory, comprising the “state nation” (Staatsvolk) like a huge living body and of transforming that “nation” into a “unity”.124 The theoretical expectation that the state should be instrumental in the promotion of the “unity” of the “state nation”, in its own right, followed from Jellinek’s definition of the state as the triad of unities of territory, population and government.125 Corporatist state integration theory thus ranked the national state above international institutions and organisation in the implementation of its messential tasks. The concept of the state of the theory of the state was thus useless for the conceptualisation of international law as a legal order above the state. At least Kelsen noted that contradiction and distinguished between a “juristic” concept of the state, compatible with his theory of international law as a legal source, and a “sociological” concept of the state as Jellinek had defined it.126

However, it was Jellinek’s sociological, not Kelsen’s juristic concept of the state that took roots in international legal theory and practice. It did so via the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, enforced on 26 December 1933 for American states.127 If municipal legal norms were incompatible with those pertaining to international law, the dilemma arose that either the “unities” of the states or the “unity” of the community of states under international law had to be called into question. The Convention referred to this dilemma by adding a fourth “unity” to Jellinek’s triad. The fourth definitional condition for the existence of states was the capability of entering into relations with other states,128 whereby, again, the Convention transferred into law another on Jellinek’s doctrines.129 Hence, the Convention denied to all colonial “protectorates”, which would not stand up to these conditions, the applicability of the concept of the state and, by consequence, the recognition of the validity of international law with regard to colonial “protectorates”. Even though this restriction of the realm of the validity of international law, technically, applied only to American states, it did sanction the exclusion of population groups under colonial rule in America. Moreover, the community of states, as subject to international law, did not merely suffer from the continuity of colonial rule in most parts of the world and also from the theory
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of the state providing legitimacy to colonial rule, but also from the continuing, and even increasing, dissatisfaction in Europe with the regulations enforced at the Paris Peace Conference as well as with the vagaries of the international borders that were separating American states since their independence. The Montevideo Convention sought to meet these dissatisfaction with the mantra that all states were equal, had the same entitlements to the use of their rights and that no state could legally interfere into the domestic matters of another state.130

Yet Alfred Verdroß pretended as if positivist positions were compatible with natural law doctrine. Thus, he claimed that both directions of international legal theory were incompatible solely from a positivist point of view, as positivists were alone in principally rejecting natural law, whereas natural law theorists were recognising the effectiveness of positive law.131 Already before World War I, Verdroß had drawn the conclusion that natural law was taking its roots in the postulate of “human nature”, but that it had been divided into primary and secondary legal norms. Only primary legal norms were valid for humanity as a whole, while secondary ones would apply to one “nation” only. 132 Since the seventeenth century, an “international legal community” (Völkerrechtsgemeinschaft) had been formed, beginning in Europe, and had “unfolded” (entfaltet) itself since then.133 A “total reception of the principles” (totale Rezeption der Grundsätze) of this initially European international law had taken place only since the independence of the former European colonies in America.134 Since then, some “universal international legal order” (universelle Völkerrechtsordnung) had come into existence on the basis of “the idea that the pluralism of states forms a comprehensive community” (auf Grund der Vorstellung, daß die Vielfalt der Staaten eine allumfassende Gemeinschaft bildet).135 With his notion of the “international legal community”, Verdroß referred to Christian Wolff’s civitas maxima, even though the latter had explicitly rejected the idea that the civitas maxima was an institution.136 Moreover, in fundamental opposition against Wolff, Verdroß would not admit his “universal international legal community” as a given by natural law, but ascribed to it contingent genesis as a result of the power politics if European governments seeking to expand their colonial rule. In giving out his institutionalised notion of the “international legal community” as a community of states and by restricting the validity of international law, including customary law, to members of the community, Verdroß, after World War II, allowed his theoretical commitment to shrink to lip service and even voiced opposition against the doctrine of
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the Catholic Church, which had, in the papal peace encyclica of 11 April 1963, justified the use not only of state force but also political pressure in general, in no other context than the service to universal common wellbeing.137

Following ideologues of colonial rule around 1900, Verdroß also identified the “family of nations”, newly baptised as “universal international legal community”, with the global community of states seemingly comprising humanity as a whole. Like other international legal theorists,138 Verdroß proceeded with that identification in view of the strong criticism that had become vocal specifically in Africa and Asia,139 though not only there140 during the 1960s. Critics were arguing that a “colonialist component” had become the main formative force of nineteenth- and twentieth-century international law and that states in Africa and Asia had by no means come into existence through the act of grace of admission into the “family of nations”, but had been in existence from pre-colonial times;141 that it was impossible to recognise as just the unequal treaties that had been concluded under colonial domination and during the phase of formal decolonisation;142 that in Africa and Asia
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critical attitudes towards international law had risen under the dominant influence of European
governments during the globalisation of that law and that, by consequence, governments of states in
Africa and Asia had to become involved in the postcolonial transformation of international law;\(^{143}\)
that the mere claim, emanating from Europe, that some “international legal ordering system” existed,
was not an entitlement for the belief that that “legal ordering system” was recognised all over the
world;\(^{144}\) and that, last but not least, international legal theorists themselves had destroyed the basis
for the global acceptance of international law by calling into question the natural law doctrine of the
universal validity of international legal norms.\(^{145}\) Hence, the experience of acts of injustice among
victims of colonial rule resulted in the recourse on natural law theory as an instrument for the
legitimation of resistance against positive international legal norms perceived as unjust.

Such recourse on natural law for the purpose of legitimising resistance against positive law is on
record already from the second half of the nineteenth century in the Japanese government note dated
8 February 1868 on treaties between Japan and other states. The note states that the then newly
incumbent government was going to honour all existing unequal treaties, but would also demand the
revision of these agreements under “universal public law” (宇内の公法 udai no kōhō). As the
Japanese government referred to a right that had not been positively agreed upon, it can only have
operated upon the conception of natural law that is positioned above existing states. At this time, no
reception of European natural law theories can have taken place in Japan. The government might
have brought into circulation copies of Henry Wheaton’s handbook on international law, of which a
Chinese version had been published in 1864 under the title Wánguó gōngfǎ [万国公法 The Public
Law of the Ten Thousand States]. Although Wheaton, in the first edition of his handbook, published
in 1836, had specified natural law as one of the “sources” of international law, the Chinese version
had been based on the first posthumous edition of the work, published in 1855, in which only tiny
traces of natural law doctrine remained. Moreover, there is no reference in Wheaton’s book to the
classical natural law theory according to which a right to legitimate resistance against positive law
could be derived from a legal framework placed above states.\(^{146}\)

\(^{145}\) Udokang, ‘Role’ (note 35), p. 146.
\(^{146}\) Japan, Gaikoku jimu sōtoku 外国事務総督, [Note by the Meiji Government, dated 8 February 1868 on treaties in
force between Japan and other states, written by Tosshimichi Ōkubo and Munemitsu Mutsu], in: Dai Nihon gaikō
bunsho, nr 97, vol. 1 (Tokyo, 1936), pp. 227-228, at p. 228. On this formula see: Kinji Akashi, ‘Japanese
“Acceptance” of the European Law of Nations. A Brief History of International Law in Japan. c. 1853 – 1900’, in:
Michael Stolleis and Masaharu Yanagihara, eds, East Asian and European Perspectives on International Law
(Studien zur Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 7) (Baden-Baden, 2004), pp. 1-22, at pp. 3-7. Takeki Osatake,
mitaru bakumatsu gaikō monogatari (Tokyo, 1926), p. 1.
Recourse to natural law, emerging self-evidently in Africa and Asia, demonstrates that, even during
the twentieth century, natural law theories were by no means due to specific cultural or religious
origins. This finding can be confirmed from more distant legal relationships. Irrespective of
disagreements about details of form and contents of treaties, there were no conflicts about the
application of the principles informing the law of war and peace and the law among states, as long as
these principles were taken to exist as givens among contracting parties. In the first place, these
principles concerned the *ius ad bellum*, the recognition of the sovereign privilege of sending and
received diplomatic envoys and the legal capability of sovereigns to enter into treaty relations. The
rooting of these principles as unset rights was at the bottom even of those treaties that European and
the US governments concluded with states in Africa, America and Asia at the turn towards the
nineteenth century.147 Even Lord Lugard, who was among the most strident promoters of the
expansion of European colonial rule, was aware of the existence of a tradition of a public law of
treaties among states in Africa and that the basic nor pacta sunt servanda was part of that tradition.148

The empirical finding thus shows that relations among groups even across long distances were
conducted under unset legal norms across the millennia. The validity of these norms was taken for
granted. These norms could be infringed upon, such as in cases, where diplomatic envoys would get
killed. However, infringements against the law such as these could not destroy the principled
consciousness of the existence of the law. Even without acts of setting positive law, such faith in the
existence of legal norms prevailed that twentieth-century legal philosophers have identified as the
main precondition for abidance by the law.149 Only when attempts were made to generate legal
norms of culturally specific origin through military force or diplomatic pressure, skepticism arose
about the justice of the norms those imposed. Since the 1880s, that skepticism converted into open
or latent resistance in the context of the superimposition of European colonial rule. Put differently: It
was only the positivism inherent in European international legal theory that provoked conflicts about
the acceptance of a certain type of international legal norms. By contrast, empirical findings for
periods up until the early nineteenth century display sufficient evidence that natural law had been
conceivable in terms neutral not only to religion but also to culture. These findings, needless to say,
do not stand against the usefulness of efforts to set international legal norms. But the ultimate factor
of the acceptance of positive international legal norms cannot be enforced with utility arguments, but
must result from the belief in the justice of the norms to be enforced. Precisely when the belief in the
*a priori* justice of legal norms receives its confirmation as an outflow from unset natural law, the
diversity of religiously and culturally specific set or customary legal norms remains secondary

147 Among many, see the treaties listed in notes 45 and 46 above.
579 [reprints (London, 1968); (Hoboken, 2013)].
149 Radbruch, ‘*Unrecht*’ (note 33). On this issue see the recent comment by: Hunter, ‘Global’ (note 1), pp. 20-21.
behind the broad empirical platform not only of manifestly recognised but also of actually implemented natural legal norms. In this respect, the word and the concept of natural law have resisted inapt efforts to reduce the concept to an *idée fixe* with the means of positivist international legal theory. The waving, by international legal theorists, of the potential of natural law to perform as a source of highest legal norms has delegitimised positivism but has not been harmful to natural law.

2. *Culture(s)* of Diplomacy

a) What is Culture of Diplomacy?

The definition of international relations as relations among groups, whose members mutually respect each other as outsiders, demands, for the specific field of diplomacy, answers to the questions, who gets perceived as a diplomat when as well as by whom and who was regarded as capable of assigning what kind of tasks and fields of activity to diplomats when, where and why. Seeking to supply answers to these questions quickly leads to differentiating between two types of diplomacy as a general pattern of regular interactions among states, their rulers and governments, first in the non-technical sense of specific missions dispatched on certain occasions, second, in the technical sense of standing missions. The latter type has been investigated fairly well in its origins in Northern Italy during the 1420s. In this region, the coexistence at the time of a pluralism of states in close proximity to one another, whose inhabitants took their states to be independent, entailed the transformation of repeatedly dispatched of *ad hoc* missions for specific purposes into permanently...

---


established diplomatic representations at the several courts in the area.

However, the proximity of neighbouring independent states in Northern Italy is only a necessary, not a sufficient condition for the emergence of standing diplomatic missions. This is so, because the same condition applies to other parts of the world, where, nevertheless, standing diplomacy had not appeared prior to the twentieth century. Thus, it was possible for states to coexist in a relatively small region without institutions of standing diplomacy necessarily having to become established. There seem to be factors of culture behind the formation and institutionalisation of standing diplomacy. The simple question what diplomacy is, thus cannot be answered without recourse to patterns of culture. Whoever sets out to explain, why ad hoc diplomatic missions have become transformed into institutions of standing diplomacy, should differentiate between word, concept and subject matter, cannot succeed without the deconstruction of the specific components of European culture and must then provide clues to the critical inquiry, why specific aspects of European culture could have become globalised in a culture of diplomacy at large.

However, the even higher threshold of defining culture needs to be overcome, before this task can be tackled. Already in 1952, US anthropologists Alfred Louis Kroeber and Clyde Kay Maben Kluckhohn provided a list of more than 160 definitions of culture, and that list has not shrunk since then. The difficulty at the bottom of the plethora of possible definitions of culture results from a basic decision, which everyone attempting a definition of culture must make. The decision is about the conceptual reach of the attempted definition: Is the definition to be inclusive in the sense that it


seeks to provide a concept applicable to humankind at large, or is it to be restricted exclusively in its meaning to a certain, larger or smaller group? That is to say, the fundamental problem is to determine whether we should postulate the singularity of one culture for humankind at large or should take the pluralism of cultures for granted, is part of the process of the definition and thus dependent upon dispositions prior to the definition itself. Put differently, every definition of culture is circular in at least some of its components. Therefore, it is a matter of determining the point of view, whether we accept either the premise that only one culture of diplomacy exists or whether we assume that there is a pluralism of cultures of diplomacy.

Once we start investigating the causes of that difficulty, we encounter a surprising empirical finding. Whatever point of view we take, the principled matters of diplomacy manifest a remarkable parallelism of diplomatic procedures among widely different cultures and far-away states and display an equally remarkable scarcity of cross-cultural conflict about the legal bases of diplomatic relations. For one, Pope Innocent IV sought to rescue the claim for the universality of his rule, by transferring it from the Roman Empire to the Catholic Church. Simultaneously with St Thomas Aquinas, the Pope derived his claim for ecclesiastical overrule about humankind as a whole from the argument that all human beings were “Christ’s sheep”, believers as well in “infidels”. He included not only Muslims into the reach of his claim, but also Mongols, to whom he dispatched his emissaries as missionaries. He equipped his chief emissary with a letter of credence, in which he requested from the Mongol Khan to provide safety, specifically safe conduct (salvus conductus), to the diplomats sent from Rome. In his reply, dated November 1246, Mongol Great Khan Güyük censured the Pope, saying that he knew well how to treat diplomats and attacked Christians for not having at their disposal a comparable level of knowledge about diplomatic procedure. He defended military actions by Mongol armies against “Magyars and Christians” maintaining that they had murdered a diplomatic envoy. Hence, both, the Great Khan and the Pope, took it for granted that the protection of the safety of diplomatic envoys, that is, their lives and property, was part of a generally valid law which was in existence for all humankind even when and where it was not explicitly cast into written normative texts. Yet, at the same time, they lent expression to their knowledge that that law could be infringed upon. Diplomatic emissaries thus acted within a social space, in which law was not protected and enforced by the armed power of a territorial ruler. Therefore, all legal norms,


156 Innocent IV, Registrum (note 155), nr 102 (5 March 1245), pp. 72-73; nr 105 (13 March 1245), p. 75.

perceived as being in force, were regarded as divine in origin and common to all humankind, as
Bernard du Rosier, Archbishop of Toulouse, wrote in the fifteenth century.158

While there were no written contractual obligations in existence about the law of diplomatic
intercourse among states prior to the Viena Convention of 1961,159 a great tradition of the
recognition of some formal norms on diplomatic intercourse prevailed in the “old world” of Africa,
Asia and Europe from Antiquity:160 The law included the demand that envoys had to be specifically
empowered by legitimate rulers and had to give credence to their empowerment; the extremely
restrictive handling of the recognition of the legal competence of sending and receiving diplomatic
emissaries; the request for the protection of the person and the property of diplomatic envoys on the
territory of the states to which they had been dispatched; and the implementation of the principle of
suaviter in modo fortiter in re, that is, the use of cautious and unexcited diction to which envoys had
to subject themselves. Much as is known, there were no debates about the specific origin of these
norms and principles; the derivation of these norms and principles from natural law appears to have
been taken for granted. Beyond the empirical pluralism of cultures, there was, at least as long as
records have been available, a single culture of diplomacy. Yet, this finding applies only to the ad
hoc missions for specific purposes, not to the principles informing standing diplomacy. The question
about the causes of the rise of standing diplomacy can only be answered satisfactorily, once the
history of the concept of the state and the international system has been clarified.

b) The Time Factor in Its Relevance on the Concept of the State

At least within the theory of international relations and international law, the concept of the state
has been surprisingly constant since the nineteenth century. That, however, does not imply that this
concept of the state has been accepted as valid throughout the world and at all times. The answer to
the simple question of how many states have been in the world, crucially hinges on the concept of
the state applied to the question. For about two hundred years, the most widely accepted concept of
the state in the theory of international relations and international law161 has emerged from Europe,
more precisely from the German-speaking areas,162 and has been globalised from the beginning of
the twentieth century. The essential promoter of the globalisation of this concept of the state has

158 Bernardus de Roserigio [Bernard du Rosier], ‘Ambaxiator [1436]’, chap. XXIII, edited by Vladimir
Emmanuilič Grabar, De legatis et legationibus tractatus varii (Tartu, 1905), pp. 1-28, at p. 23.
159 Printed in: Niklas Wagner, Holger Raasch and Thomas Pröpstl, Wiener Übereinkommen über diplomatische
160 See: Kleinschmidt, Geschichte (note 34), pp. 243-248.
161 For example see: Carl Theodor von Welcker, Die Vervollkommnung der organischen Entwicklung des deutschen
Bundes zur bestmöglichen Förderung deutscher Nationaleinheit und deutscher staatsbürgerlicher Freiheit
(Karlsruhe, 1831).
162 Thus already: Jellinek, Staatslehre (note 125), pp. 394-434.
been the above-mentioned 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States.\textsuperscript{163} Up until the end of the eighteenth century, this narrowly defined concept of the state was not applicable anywhere in the world, as neither the unity of state territory within clearly demarcated linear borders nor the unity of government in their sense of a fixed hierarchy of power-holders on a state territory nor the unity of population, defined as a nation drawn on constitutional principles, subject to generally applied legal norms and equipped with a single overarching collective identity were given.

In response to this notion of the “territorial state”, early twentieth-century historical research has become prone to the demand that the notion of sovereignty should not be applied to forms of rule prior to the end of the sixteenth century,\textsuperscript{164} even though early variants of the word, together with the concept of sovereignty expressed through different words, was featured in earlier records;\textsuperscript{165} and has coined the notion of the additional term of the “state based on interpersonal ties” (Personenverbandsstaat), to be used for periods before the sixteenth century.\textsuperscript{166} The latter term was to represent a type of government institution, in which all components of rule were manifest, even though the demands of the nineteenth-century definition of the state were not met. States based in interpersonal ties were supposed to represent institutions of rule, the continuity of which was drawn on networks of personal ties between rulers and ruled tolerated varying population groups not settling on fixed territories demarcated in linear borders and under the sway of a pluralism of rulers.

The problem with this conceptualisation of the state is that already medieval state theory contained features of the state, which met at least the demand for the unity of government. The Anglian monk Bede, for one, conceived of royal rule as an institution positioned above a larger group of settlers on land.\textsuperscript{167} According to this concept, the institutional component of rule was conceivable in contradistinction against the person of the rulers, to whom the ruling office was entrusted. Hence, a state was more than just a network of transient personal ties between a ruler and the ruled. Likewise,

\textsuperscript{163} Montevideo Convention (note 127).
\textsuperscript{165} Helmut Quaritsch, \textit{Souveränität} (Schriften zur Verfassungsgeschichte, 38) (Berlin, 1986).
Paul the Deacon, the eighth-century historiographer of the Lombards, could say that a king could usefully rule over a kingdom and was thus juxtaposing the kingdom as the object of rule in the hands of the king.168 In the 870s, Archbishop Ado of Vienne could demand that solely a ruler reigning over a *res publica*, should be given the title of king (regem potius illum debere vocari qui rempublicam regeret).169 Raban Maur quoted a formula first recorded by Isidore of Seville, according to whom the king (rex) had to have his title derived from legitimate rule, and Raban concluded that anyone was king, who ruled legitimately, irrespective if the titles used, and that no one could be styled *rex*, who was unwilling to subject himself to the rigid demands of legitimate rule. Raban identified justice and piety as the king’s essential virtues (*Rex eris si recte facias; si non facis non eris. Regiae virtutes praecipue justitia et pietas*).170 These theorists thus emphasised the need of the existence of legitimate rule, specifically of those kings who were bent to impose justice. Eight- and ninth-century theorists then defined rule as tied to an office in existence on a legal basis and entrusted with the competence of controlling the *res publica* as a whole.171 At times, regnal styles could make explicit the unity of the territory and the population under the control of a rule.172 In sum, the nineteenth-century theoretical doctrine of the three unities of the state is not applicable, just because it requests unities as definitional elements of state, but because it demands that all three unities should exist as the condition for a state to exist. The same observation applies for European Antiquity, for the Mediterranean area and most other parts of the world.

Consequently, it appears to make more sense to define the state as comprehensibly and as flexibly as possible rather than proposing a set of successive and mutually exclusive definitions, in order to cope with the varieties of different types of rule. Hence, states should be, as has been proposed earlier in this text, defined as political communities, which can avail themselves of secular legislative competence that cannot be derived from any superior ruling institution. States, whose original legislative competence is neither subject to any higher legislation nor is subject to any other external influence of another state that is considered as legally binding and has not been voluntarily
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172 For a survey see: Harald Kleinschmidt, *Migration und Identität* (Schriften zur südwestdeutschen Landeskunde, 60) (Ostfildern, 2009), pp. 295-323.
accepted, should count as sovereigns. This definition takes into account the normativity of state rule and regards states as institutions of some endurance, without excluding institutional and conceptual changes. In fulfilling these demands, the above definition recognised the perception of states as stable institutions, often recorded up to the end of the eighteenth century.

Moreover, this definition of the state allows the inclusion of the interconnectedness between diplomacy and state institutions manifest across the millennia. The recorded scarcity of conflicts about the legal principles informing diplomatic intercourse can most easily be conceived within the perception of states as long-lasting institution of recognised legitimate rule. The conceptualisation of the state as a continuous, yet changeable institution of rule also permits the specification of some factors that contributed to the formation of standing diplomacy during the fifteenth century. By far the most significant of these factors was the process of the bureaucratisation of rule in cities as territorial states. This process is well recorded in urban legal and administrative sources, took its origin in Northern Italy late in the eleventh century and spread to cities in Southern Germany during the thirteenth century. Although it did not originally affect diplomacy, it impacted on it in several waves from the fourteenth century. Some cities formed leagues among themselves and used diplomatic envoys to keep the leagues in operation. These emissaries, usually members of urban patriciates, were repeatedly employed as diplomatic agents and professionalised themselves.

c) The Culturality of European Diplomacy

A formal theory of diplomacy has been in existence from the thirteenth century, which established the platform for defining rights and duties of diplomats. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the theory evolved into a veritable corpus of text. The professionalisation of envoys
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175 See, among many: Gerhard Dilcher, Bürgerrecht und Stadtverfassung im europäischen Mittelalter (Cologne, Weimar and Vienna, 1996).
176 Jörg, Spezialisierung (note 151).
177 Guilelmus Durandus, ‘Speculum’, edited by Vladimir Emmanuiliović Grabar, De legatis et legationibus tractatus varii (Tartu, 1905), pp. 31-41.
further amplified the literalisation of diplomatic activity, as ever more often, emissaries reported back home in the course of their ongoing missions. In response to incoming messages, the receiving central authorities had to register the reports, while preserving copies of outgoing messages for future reference. The Senate of Venice appears to have begun with consistent record-keeping in 1425.\footnote{Queller, Legislation (note 152).} Already by 1500, foreign office archives belonged to the standard institutional equipment of growing urban bureaucracies. The sending of diplomatic correspondence entailed the regularisation of postal services, which had to guarantee the safety of the dispatches against unlawful opening on their way. Towards the end of the fifteenth century, the Gonzaga Dukes of Mantua appear to have been the first to set up a regular messenger service for diplomatic correspondence to maintain secrecy. The emergence of cryptography, with early attempts having occurred in Venice already in 1145,\footnote{On the history of statistics see: Kaspar Thurmann, Bibliotheca statistica. Sive de ratione status et cambiis (Halle, 1704). Michael Behnen, 'Statistik, Politik und Staategeschichte von Spittler bis Heeren', in: Hartmut Boockmann and Hermann Wellenreuther, eds, Geschichtswissenschaft in Göttingen (Göttingen, 1987), pp. 76-101. Peter J. Brenner, Der Reisebericht in der deutschen Literatur (Internationales Archiv für Sozialgeschichte der deutschen Literatur, Sonderheft 2) (Tübingen, 1990). Ferdinand Felsing, Die Statistik als Methode der politischen Ökonomie im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1930). Vincenz John, Geschichte der Statistik, vol. 1 (Stuttgart, 1884) [reprint (Wiesbaden, 1968)]. Uli Kutter, ‘Apodemiken und Reisehandbücher’, in: Das Achtzehnte Jahrhundert 4 (1980), pp. 116-131. Kutter, Reisen – Reisehandbücher – Wissenschaft. Materialien zur Reisekultur im 18. Jahrhundert (Neuwied, 1996).} the same purpose in many other Northern Italian cities from the end of the fourteenth century.\footnote{Alloys Meister, Die Anfänge der modernen diplomatischen Geheimschrift. Beiträge zur Geschichte der italienischen Kryptographie des XV. Jahrhunderts (Paderborn, 1902), pp. 16-19.} By the early sixteenth century, somewhat paradoxically, printed instructions on how to compose keys for cryptic scripts came into existence.\footnote{Queller, Legislation (note 152).} Urban councils put into effect special rules of conduct for their emissaries. In Venice, for example, the government prohibited the sale of gifts by returning diplomats on local public markets.\footnote{Queller, Legislation (note 152).} As envoys had to travel, as other groups of professionals were compelled to do, the academic discipline of apodemics began to be taught in universities and came to be laid down in textbooks.\footnote{On these texts see: Alain Wijffels, 'Le statut juridique des ambassadeurs d’après la doctrine du XVIIe siècle', in: Publication du Centre Européen d’Etudes Bouguignonnes 32 (1992), pp. 127-142.}
Hence, there was logical consistency in the establishment of standing diplomatic representations, as all these bureaucratic demands required an organisational infrastructure that was laid out for indefinite use. The establishment of standing diplomatic representations, thus, was part of the general change of European culture specifically during the fifteenth century, while it did not in the first place result from the pressures of international relations.

This is so, first and foremost, because not all international relations are under the control of professional diplomatic emissaries, neither today nor in previous times. Quite on the contrary, the fields of activity of professional diplomats has been defined in rather restrictive terms for a long span of time. Restricting the realm of diplomatic activity has been controversial. Mainstream international law literature, together with general descriptions of diplomatic activity, have maintained the principle that emissaries have mainly been concerned with the maintenance of peace. Yet, these claims stand in stark contrast with empirical records portraying diplomats as actors exercising political and economic pressure on governments under the label of the recently so called “coercive diplomacy”.

For example, during the period of the expansion of European imperialist colonial rule...
at around 1900, diplomats were by no means just messengers of peace, as military officials could act as diplomats and resort to coercion. Even though many active diplomats as well as historians of diplomacy have willingly committed themselves to the view that envoys end their professional activity with the beginning of a war and return only, once the war has ended, this view is not tenable in general terms. Admittedly, there were cases, such as the launching of World War I, witnessing the recall of diplomatic envoys at the time of the beginning of hostilities, with the consequence that international relations among warring state parties were broken off. Yet this procedure did not represent a general, obliging practice across the periods. By contrast, there were many cases in which diplomats of warring parties would meet at neutral places to sound the potential for rapprochement and the cessation of hostilities. The conduct of war and efforts for the restoration of peace were, as a rule, not considered as mutually exclusive. It was military, political and international legal theories that placed war and peace into opposition as absolute conditions of affairs, not the practical activities of diplomatic envoys. Vice versa, pacification missions, specifically during the high phase of European colonial expansion, could take place under the control of diplomats, unless alleged pacification missions were wholly serving as ideologies for military expansion.

Consequently, efforts to restrict the areas of diplomatic activity have not been crowned with success, even though, prior to the twentieth century, economic and cultural matters usually did not fall into the province of diplomatic envoys. But the criteria determining diplomatic activity in formal legal respects have been quite manifest. As long as reports on this activity have been on record, envoys have ranked legally as mouthpieces of rulers and governments sending them out. That meant that emissaries have not been entitled to act on their own behalf but were on their way as empowered legates. Commonly, the commissions for ad hoc dispatches have been laid down in special instructions written in the names of sending rulers and governments. Instructions could also be given to members of standing mission for negotiations on specific matters. The empowerment (procura) could be expressed in general terms or for specific matters. As a rule, emissaries carried with them
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188 Calvet de Magalhaes, Concept (wie Anm. 153). Neumann, Home (note 153).
191 Recognisable from British policy at the time of the conquest of the Kingdom of Ashanti from 1895 to 1901. See: Kleinschmidt, Diskriminierung (note 41), pp. 151-168.
proofs certifying their procura, whereby these proofs could take the form of the capacity to perform certain established rituals or could exist in the form of a written diploma. The commissions could concern a wide range of issues, which, nevertheless, had to make manifest their relations with the person of the sending ruler or the policy of the government of the sending state. For one, King Henry VII of England dispatched an ad hoc mission to Naples wooing for a bride in 1505. King Henry could not make up his mind whether to approach the unmarried daughter of the King of Naples, Charlotte de Beaux, or her widowed mother, Isabella de Beaux. To allow him to make a decision, he instructed his emissaries to discretely investigate the condition of health and the character. But the mission returned without a clear recommendation, and left Henry unmarried.\textsuperscript{192} Informations of this and many other kinds were, as a rule, not available on the public news market, but had to be collected through informal channels. This practice regularly brought diplomats close to spies. Receiving rulers and governments were, therefore, in the comfortable position of being able to expel unwanted diplomats with the accusation of espionage.

Conversely, the flood of material that diplomats produced, specifically in standing missions, brought about the need to develop special bureaucracies for the scrutiny of the incoming reports, with these bureaucracies coming during the sixteenth century and expanding rapidly thereafter. Hence, standing missions, resulting from bureaucratic constraints, in turn contributed to the expansion of bureaucracies. Already by the second half of the eighteenth century, the foreign offices of major European states, such as France and Russia, comprised more two hundred officials, while most travelling diplomats, as members of the aristocracy, went on their missions at their own expense and without reimbursement of their costs by the sending ruler. Hence, they had to conduct their missions in such a way as to ensure that their costs would be met. They mainly sought to accomplish that goal through the practice of gift-giving. It was economically necessary for envoys to select the presents they were to submit to receiving rulers and their colleagues at their destinations by, first, carefully assessing the value these presents might be given by their recipients, and, second, investing less in the purchase of the presents at home than the value the counter-gifts might have that they received at their destinations. This practice of carefully assessing the value of gifts and counter-gifts required detailed knowledge of local markets at the destinations, which was commonly available in networks among standing missions. Yet, these informations were circulating only in closed diplomatic circles to which only aristocratic diplomats could have access.

The aristocratic descent of most diplomatic envoys up to the nineteenth century also had the consequence that most diplomats received their education within their kin groups and were thus not

\textsuperscript{192} For details see: Harald Kleinschmidt, \textit{Charles V. The World Emperor} (Stroud, 2004), p. 21.
in need of formal schooling in diplomatic academies. This appears to have been the major reason, why schools for diplomats hardly succeeded prior to the end of the eighteenth century. Such schools opened at the Vatican in 1701, in France in 1712, in Prussia in 1747, at the city of Hanau in 1749 and in Vienna in 1754, but, with the exception of the Viennese academy, closed after a few years in operation. The Viennese schools was an exceptional case indeed, as it was established as the “Oriental Academy” (Orientalische Akademie) for the specific purpose of training emissaries to be sent to the High Porte in Istanbul and has continued to the present day. The professorship for Arabic language was set up at Oxford University for a similar purpose in 1699.

Literacy, as constitutive for standing missions, together with the modalities of the slow speed of travelling, entailed the further consequence between the fifteenth and the eighteenth centuries that diplomatic negotiations were time-consuming. Even though envoys did not have to return specifically to receive a reply to every message they would send, they did have to report and wait for instructions on specific steps to be taken during negotiations. Despite the use of high-speed post horses, which were able to master even wide distances across Europe within a few days, a week at most, negotiations could demand long periods of standstill. A change of procedure, manifest during the eighteenth century, accounted for the recognition of the disadvantages resulting from the clumsy negotiation processes, specifically during multilateral peace negotiations. Seeking to optimise these negotiations, jurists and diplomats then introduced the new format of the preliminary peace agreement, in which the basic issues of the definitive peace were already set out and could even go into force for a limited span of time. In some cases, stipulations laid down in these preliminary agreements might be of importance, some they might become ineffective if left unenforced for a considerable period. In many cases, these preliminary agreements were subsequently transformed into definitive treaties.193 From the middle of the eighteenth century, the even shorter procedure of ratification of treaties through involved rulers and governments came into place and could be stipulated in treaties within fixed periods of time. The ratification procedure made redundant new gatherings among diplomatic representatives for the purpose of approving definitive treaties.194


194 This so-called “composite procedure” had already been practised during the later Middle Ages, but received recognition as a regular procedure, agreed upon in treaties, only during the eighteenth century. See: Walter Heinemeyer, ‘Studien zur Diplomatik mittelalterlicher Verträge vornehmlich des 13. Jahrhunderts’, in: Archiv für Urkundenforschung 14 (1936), pp. 321-413. For the history of communication see: Wolfgang Behringer, Im Zeichen des Merkur. Reichspost und Kommunikationsrevolution in der Frühen Neuzeit (Veröffentlichungen des
A further aspect of the practice of standing missions up until the end of the eighteenth century consisted in the strict ritualisation of diplomatic intercourse. It resulted from the perception of emissaries as mouthpieces of sending rulers and governments, within the context of the application of the machine model of the international system and the concept of the state as a stable institution of rule. According to this model, the maintenance of the divinely willed world order took priority over all other political goals. The international system ranked as unchangeable, which meant that every state as a part of the system had a definite rank within it. Ascertaining the rank of a state within the international system was equivalent of measuring the prestige, power and reputation of a ruler or government compared to all other rulers and governments. In addition to their task of gathering information, diplomatic envoys had the further obligation of claiming the appropriate degrees of prestige, power and reputation at their destination. The ruling ceremonial commonly used at courts was the standard for measuring prestige, power and reputation. Hence, courtly ceremonial was not only the object of extensive theoretical analyses but also of frequent controversy. The performance of rituals as part of diplomatic business was by no means irrational mumbojumbo, but a necessary condition for the conduct of international relations in what was then perceived as a stable world order.

However, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, successive changes took place with regard to certain aspects of European diplomatic culture, which have been discussed elsewhere. By 1900, some diplomats perceived these changes as a fundamental transformation of diplomatic practice and described that transformation as the transition from “old” to “new” diplomacy. Theyadduced the
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increase in the speed of travel, the conversion of diplomatic into civil servants, the criminalisation of private exchange of gifts, the technologisation of the transmission of information, the democratisation of forms of rule, the demand for the openness of diplomatic negotiations, the political downgrading of diplomatic ceremonial to the level of policy shows and the subjection of flexible personal networks among diplomats to binding legal inter-state relations as manifestations of “new” diplomacy. Moreover, in retrospect, the fields of diplomatic activity expanded in the course of the nineteenth century, with foreign economic policy and subsequently foreign cultural policy being added to the tasks of diplomats. In line with the expansion of the arena of diplomatic activity, the number of staff maintained in embassies grew exponentially. Embassies in foreign states were often classed as extraterritorial areas under the jurisdiction of the sending states, and the capability of unilaterally receiving the privilege of extraterritoriality without granting the same privilege counted as an indicator of great-power status. Embassies were treated as agencies capable of performing sovereign acts, targeted at controlling nationals residing in or visiting foreign states, including the practice of jurisdiction. For example, the nationality law of the German Empire, in force until 1913, requested registration in a diplomatic agency from all German nationals emigrating to a foreign country, if they wanted to retain their nationality.  

Diplomats thus had the essential task of expanding the international system, as it had come to be perceived in the course of the nineteenth century, to the boundaries of the globe. In order to be able to do so, they employed the European public law of treaties among states as their major instrument, because that law appeared to regulate the treaty relations not only among European states, but also between states in Europe and elsewhere in the world.

The consciousness of living in a borderless world, in which space seemed to disappear and political decisions of one government were credited with having impacts on decisions of other governments with regard to any spot on the surface of the planet earth, thereby having potential of generating incalculable interdependencies across the globe, shaped the formation of concepts and strategies.
in the foreign and war ministries. At around 1900, the notion of “world politics” no longer implied a foreign policy designed to maintain the stability of the world at large, but applied to great-power politics aimed at enforcing change with global effects. Imperialists took for granted that there was, within the international system of their own time, a pluralism of great powers all of which were bound to recognise and respect and among which some fragile balance of power was in existences beyond minor and even major disturbances that might occur here and there. one another’s independence and legal equality. Imperialists in politics and in academe thus maintained that the European state system should have expanded since the fifteenth century and had brought about a world society of states under the sway of a few big powers. According to this conception, the international system existed without institutions of its own, simply by virtue of the interdependencies created through great-power politics. Governments seen as capable of conducting these great-power politics appeared to act according to the maxim that all their decisions were mutually relevant, irrespective of the part of the world to which a single decision might apply. Even in the view of contemporary liberal theorists, governments engaged in the conduct of “world politics” seemed to form a “cultural family” (Kulturfamilie), to act in some “world theatre” (Welttheater) and to direct the fates of allegedly “lower races” everywhere in the world and under the feigned goal of maintaining peace.

This expectation that the actions of a few European governments might have global effects, was obviously so dominant at around 1900 that even Socialist critics came under its influence. Already in 1907, Socialist theorists understood that European colonialist governments were acting in a kind of cartel in the formulation and implementation of their foreign policies. Within this perception, there was an informal cooperation among European colonial governments with the goal of
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expanding their control over the largest possible part of the globe and to do so at the lowest political and military costs. In order to accomplish that goal, so the argument ran, governments engaged in efforts to expand their colonial rule were recognised the mutual interdependence of their political decisions under the cartelist strategy to carve out areas over which they might expand their rule without having to face competition from rival governments. Some theorists labelled that strategy as “ultraimperialism” (Ultraimperialismus) and drew the conclusion that expansion of colonial rule through the restriction of competition among colonialist governments might generate the potential of stabilising relations among otherwise highly antagonistic capitalist states. In view of Socialist theorists shortly before the beginning of World War I, then, the Imperialist International, already in practice, appeared to be a far more effective organisation than the Socialist International, then in the making, and might be able to protract the upcoming of the Socialist revolution.

As is well-known, Lenin subjected the theory of “ultraimperialism” to a scathing critique, although he had initially welcomed it. During World War I, he exposed the conflict as the engine for the Socialist revolution. Lenin based his critique on the claim, in retrospect found to have been unwarranted, that the theory of “ultraimperialism” had been formulated shortly after the beginning of the war in September 1914, when, in Lenin’s view, it should have been clear already that the war was not a contribution to the maintenance of the stability of the Imperialist international system. Instead, the theory of “ultraimperialism” had in fact been established in writing before the beginning of the war. Nevertheless, Lenin’s attack was widely accepted among Socialist theorists throughout the 1920s.

The increasing intensification of inter-state relations within the international system, together with the growing number of specialists in charge of managing military and political aspects of these relations, appeared to raise the level of difficulties in accomplishing the set goal of foreign policy control. This was so, because “world politics” as the instrument of control of apparently contingent futures was possible solely on the basis of solid factual knowledge of what seemed to be the case,

while obtaining that knowledge was perceived as increasingly difficult. Which government was stepping up its armaments, might be considered as recognisable; yet the causes of arms increases remained secret and impenetrable even for special envoys, who were dispatched on fact-finding missions. Moreover, it was evident that governments of major European states, specifically the United Kingdom, France and the German Empire, were competing for taking the largest share of control over the world; yet the question remained unanswered what kind of effects were to arise, if one government established itself as the colonial ruler over a certain spot somewhere, despite the coordinating impacts of the Final Act of the Berlin Africa Conference of 1885. Therefore, Ernest Mason Satow, among the most experienced of diplomats of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, deplored the purchase of secret information through bribes, which he took to be rather more than less widely spread. “World politics” thus corrupted its most influential agents.

The peak of “new” diplomacy, emanating from Europe, was between c. 1880 and c. 1940. Even though there were aspects of international relations during this period, which stood aloof from control by professional diplomats, yet non-state actors, such as the long-distance trading companies, if they continued to exist at all, were no longer admitted as legal actors in the international arena. By contrast, sovereign states, and the diplomats acting as their official representatives, received a monopoly of the legal conduct of international relations. Hence, the influence of professional diplomats on the conduct of international relations were at no times higher than during this period.

When, for example, Albert Einstein received information on having been awarded the Nobel prize for physics, while on his way to Japan, the occurrence quickly turned into a diplomatic controversy. The issue was that Einstein, although a German by birth, held Swiss nationality at the time. Hence, the German embassy in Tokyo became worried how the scholar, who had no sense of state foreign political rivalries, could be employed in service to German nationalistic foreign cultural policy. From the point of view of German state policy, the issue was important, because diplomatic relations between the German Empire and Japan had been restored only in 1920 after having been broken off at the time of the beginning of World War I. Hence, the German embassy in Japan assumed that it had to take steps to make manifest, what it regarded as a matter of fact, namely that a German national had become a Nobel laureate, and not a Swiss national. However, the problem disappeared more quickly than the German embassy had anticipated, because the Swiss federal government made


no claim of being in charge of Einstein in Japan. Hence, there was a high sensitivity for foreign cultural policy issues in the German Empire during the 1920s, with the German Foreign Office creating a special department for cultural policy,\textsuperscript{221} and the German Academic Exchange Service, established under the auspices of the Foreign Office in 1925, has continued to be a witness to that sensitivity to the present day.

However, from the end of World War II, “new” diplomacy has been on steady retreat. Progressively fewer aspects of international relations have been entrusted to official foreign policy makers or other staff doing business in embassies, ever since larger private multinational corporations have begun to develop and implement their own political strategies and once the further so-called “non-state actors”, such as civil society groups and non-government organisations, have appeared in the international arena together with international organisations and even private persons. Moreover, for about forty or so years, international relations have been shaped by secondary institutions of governance within sovereign states, specifically those with federal constitutions. Thus, governments of federal states within sovereign states have acquired competence to conduct their own international cultural and economic relations with non-sovereign entities in states elsewhere in the world. Baden-Württemberg, for one, maintains formal relations with Lombardy and Catalunya under the roof of the European Union and also with Kanagawa Prefecture in Japan.\textsuperscript{222} And the region of Wallonia in Belgium has its own diplomatic representation in Japan, even though it uses the same building as the Belgian embassy.

Whereas some hallmarks of “new” diplomacy have thus continued to remain in effect and have expanded under the label of globalisation, other parts have witnessed a return to “old” diplomacy. True, the department of cultural policy has continued to be in existence within the German Foreign Office. But the impact of that department on the conduct of international relations has waned in view of the manifold activities of private persons performing as cultural actors. As a rule, departments of cultural and economic policy are now less in charge of cultural and economic matters than of the preparation of treaties governing cultural and economic relations. Hence, even in these respects, the return to “old” diplomacy is manifest. Within the European culture of diplomacy, culture does not feature prominently as an aspect of diplomatic activity.

d) Comparison between European and East Asian Cultures of Diplomacy
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To sum up, the following features of the European culture of diplomacy in its “new” phase can be contextualised with the model of the state conceptualised as a living body:

- constituting the bureaucratic agency in charge of the conduct of international relations as a government office of its own, claiming to be exclusively in charge of foreign policy;
- basing international relations of written bilateral agreements between sovereign states, which, since the middle of the eighteenth century, have been made out as multilateral treaties with increasing frequency;
- perceiving the international system in accordance with the model of the living body;
- progressively downgrading the significance of diplomatic ceremonial to a mere publicity show;
- abandoning claims for universal rule and replacing them by the principle of the recognition of the legal equality of sovereign states as the most important structural feature of the international system;
- monopolising actorhood, constituted through international law, upon governments of sovereign states, among others by restricting admission to the United Nations to sovereign states.

The British mission, on which King George III dispatched George Macartney to China in 1793 and 1794, proved to be a test case for the implementability of the European and North American principle of the recognition of the equality of sovereign states in other parts of the world. The mission’s declared purpose was to establish a legal basis for trade relations between China and the UK. The British side took China to be a “closed country”, the “opening” of which to trade involving British merchants it demanded together with the admission of a British resident diplomatic agent on Chinese territory. Macartney thus was to accomplish the “opening” of China for trade with the UK. To that end, he carried with him a royal letter featuring the request. Macartney was to deliver the letter to the Qing ruler Qian Long, trusting that the Chinese side would soon give in to the demand.

Yet, Macartney faced serious problems once he entered into a controversy about the performance of rituals the Chinese side considered not only appropriate but even essential even for the admission of Macartney to an imperial audience. It demanded the implementation of what has come to be termed “Kowtow” (= prostration) in English as part of the ceremonial that the imperial government commonly requested from incoming diplomatic representatives. The ceremonial had the task of
positioning the Qing ruler at the highest level of a hierarchy of rulers spanning the entire world.\textsuperscript{223} That hierarchy was to become visible in the prostration ritual, which the Chinese side demanded unilaterally from Macartney. Macartney, who understood the logic of the ceremonial, refused the performance, arguing that, in his capacity as the diplomatic emissary of the British king, he was the representative of the highest ruler in the world and, in this respect, equal to the Qing ruler.\textsuperscript{224} Thus he made the point that he would perform the prostration only under the condition that the Qing ruler would implement the same ritual in front of a picture of King George III. As this was a totally incomprehensible demand and complete anathema to the Chinese side, the preliminary negotiations did not advance, until eventually a compromise was reached and Macartney was admitted to an audience.\textsuperscript{225} On this occasion, he slightly bent one knee and lower the upper part of his body towards the ground.\textsuperscript{226} Macartney then was permitted to submit his demand for the “opening” of China, but received a blatant rejection in the form of a reply in Qian Long’s name, addressed to George III. In his reply, Qian Long told the British king that China was not in need of trade with the UK, as everything the population under Qian Long’s control needed was available on Chinese soil. Instead of submitting demands, the British king should introduce ethics and etiquette in the territory under his rule. As long as that had not happened, the gap between Chinese law and ceremonial on the one side, British habits on the other were too grave to allow the establishment of formal diplomatic relations between China and the UK. King George was finally given the duty to support the Chinese government in its bid for the preservation of peace in the world at large.\textsuperscript{227}

In view of contemporary production statistics, according to which China was the home of more than 30\% of the world production of manufactured goods at the turn towards the nineteenth century, the UK only to 4\%,\textsuperscript{228} Qian Long’s statements were not too far-fetched. Macartney concluded that
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China was a part of the world, which operated on principles far different from those in the UK, returned with empty hands and the British side temporarily accepted the rejection. A further British attempt to “open” China failed in 1816. Likewise, a Dutch mission, reaching China with the same agenda in 1794 and 1795, did not accomplish anything. Temporarily, then, the Qing government had succeeded in maintaining its self-claimed position at the top of a hierarchy of rulers in the world, refusing the recognition of the legal equality of sovereign states, while continuing to act as the regulator of trade. In Europe, however, the perception of China as the alien state per se strengthened, converting the Qing Empire into the opposing pole to European culture as such. Even during the early years of the nineteenth century, European observers had, with respect to Japan, taken for granted that that a government could legitimately “restrict intercourse to the domestic arena”, in order to “avoid encounters with foreigners and thereby the collisions conditioned by these encounters”. However, in the aftermath of the failure of British attempts to “open” China, demands to enforce the principles of the freedom of trade gained steam and justified even the deployment of military force.

The British-Chinese relationship changed abruptly in consequence of the first Opium War (1839 – 1842). The war had followed from the purposeful destruction of opium that British merchants had imported to China from South Asia. The Kanton port authorities, acting upon an order by government commissioner Lin Ze-Xu, had decided to act against the devastating consequences of the consumption of opium by obstructing its import. The British side, responding to the destruction of the opium, again demanded the unlimited “opening” of the country and declared war. However, the British government conducted the war with minimal resources, specifically as the British navy had to be deployed in far-away waters, more distant from the British mainland than during any previous military campaign. But the British-Chinese treaty of Nanjing, dated 29 August 1842, concluded the war as a success on the British side, even though the Chinese armed forces had not been defeated at all. Instead, the Chinese side, following ancient Chinese military doctrine, had ended the war, once it had concluded that a definitive and complete victory over its enemy was impossible. Hence, the Nanjing treaty was a peace treaty in the conventional sense of an agreement ending a war. In the preamble, the signatory parties recognise each other mutually as sovereigns, commit themselves, in Article I, to concluding a lasting peace following the cessation of hostilities and promise to

henceforth conduct their relations on friendly terms. The ensuing dispositive part of the treaty comprises stipulations, which detail these relations as unequal, that is, without recourse to reciprocity. In featuring this format, the Nanjing treaty followed the standard European formulary of war-ending agreements.

The best-known of the specific privileges, the British side drew from the Nanjing treaty, refer to the admission of the freedom of trade at certain port cities and the indefinite transfer of rule over the island of Hong Kong to Queen Victoria. However, the treaty contained further regulations, which subjected the Chinese state to lasting British control beyond the obligation to pay the war indemnity of the total of 21 million dollars. These stipulations contained the British privileges of residence for subjects at Gŭangzhōu, Xiānmén, Fúzhōu, Ningbō and Shánhăi; the release of arrested Chinese subjects, who had been accused of maintaining unlawful business relations with British subjects, and the limitation of Chinese government customs authority on Chinese territory. The Nanjing treaty was made out and signed in a Chinese and an English version. But as no one in the British Foreign Office was then capable of writing Chinese, the office used Calotype photography in 1843 to produce a copy of the handwritten Chinese version. This was probably the first occasion, upon which this reproduction technology was used for a government document in Europe. The agreement was later supplemented by the treaty of Hu-mun Chase between China and the UK of 8 October 1843, which granted the freedom of residence to British subjects under the supervision of British consular residents. The island of Hong Kong, facing Gŭangdōng Province, quickly emerged into a centre of piracy in the Western Pacific and was used as a transition port for the import of opium into China. Already early in the nineteenth century, Gŭangdōng Province had been one of the centres of Chinese piracy. In 1860, the Chinese government transferred to the British government control over the settlement of Kowloon (Gaŭ Lóng), located on the mainland opposite Hong Kong. All these stipulations comprised duties that were binding only for the Chinese.

In European peace agreements, the fusion of the legal equality of sovereign treaty parties, usually explicit in the preambles, were to be combined with unequal dispositive stipulations in the main part.
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of the agreements. The combination of, *prima facie*, irreconcilable parts, was, however, a cogent consequence of the structure of war-ending agreements, as a war was commonly understood in Europe to come to its end, when one side demanded a truce and thereby admitted its military defeat. The ensuing treaty then cast a temporary military situation into permanent legal diction, according to which the temporarily defeated side came to be classed as the loser in definite terms. In the case of the Nanjing treaty, the Chinese side had indeed sought for a truce. In European perspective, the defeated side could only be forced to accept and implement treaty obligations, which would impose grave disadvantages, as long as the defeated side remained a sovereign state. Hence, wars in the European tradition usually did not end with complete state destruction, which, in the case of its war against China, the British government could not even have dreamt of. Hence, the destruction of the Chinese state and its total subjection to British control had not been British war aims. In working out the Nanjing treaty, the British government operated within the tradition of European peace treaty making, applying the European public law of treaties among states to East Asia. Still, it imposed a new demand in requesting that China should become “open” to global free trade. This request was not limited to the bilateral British-Chinese relations but had an impact on the complexity of Chinese international relations at large, as other governments in Europe and North America would soon issue the same demands to the Qīng government. The British and all following European and North American governments used military pressure to impose their rules of free trade upon the Qīng government. The globalisation of free trade rules did not follow from some self-enforcing internal principles but from military pressure converted into unequal treaty relations.

In Chinese perspective, the procedure of making the Nanjing treaty looked quite different. There was no tradition of laying down in writing treaties among states and rulers, even though written agreements under international law had been made out between China and Russia in 1689 and 1727 respectively. Yet the formulary and the entire texts of these agreements had followed the Russian model in the first case, while the second treaty had been written by Jesuits working at the Chinese ruling court. Despite the recognition of the legal equality of the signatory parties in both of these agreements, recognition of state sovereignty had not necessarily been intertwined with the

---


admission of legal equality from the Chinese side. This was so, because the traditional claim for the universality of rule continued in China beyond these treaties, permitting solely agreements of limited duration with other states under prevailing superiority of the rank of the Qīng. Even in the Chinese version of the Nanjing treaty, the Chinese side followed established practice in refusing to apply the name of the state to itself, in opposition to the English version, which featured the state name „China“ (中國, Middle Kingdom) and used the dynastic name Qīng instead. The text also featured rank distinctions, explicit in Art. XI, which obliged the British side to use a certain terminology in its correspondence with the Qīng, this terminology establishing unequal relations within the Chinese perspective (“communication” of “Her Britannia Majesty’s Chief High Office in China” “with the Chinese High Officers” = 照会 = zhào huì; “statement” by “the subordinate British Officers” towards “Chinese High Officers in the provinces” = 申渡 = shēn dù = let know something to a higher ranking person; “declaration” by “Chinese High Officers in the provinces” and by “subordinates of both countries on a footing of perfect equality” = 刊行 = kān xíng = print and publish; “representation” by “merchants and others holding official situations and therefore not included in the above” = 声明 = shēng míng = represent, proclaim). 242 Even though the text of the Nanjing treaty proclaimed the surrender of Hong Kong Island to the rule of Queen Victoria as perpetual, this stipulation was irreconcilable with Chinese public law and political tradition, as such transfers could only be a temporary toleration of British government officials on territory under the overrule of the Qīng.

Already in 1839, Lin Ze-Xu, the official who had then authorised the destruction of opium at Kanton, had commissioned the translation of a standard text on European international law. Peter Parker, a US missionary working in China at the time, decided to start making of a Chinese version of the popular eighteenth-century handbook by Emeric de Vattel, a diplomat from Neuchâtel in Saxon service. 243 Parker believed that this text was most suited to the Chinese request for a global policy aimed at preserving the “good order” among states in the world and deriving that policy from norms contained in the European tradition of international law as well. Scholar Wei Yuan integrated the translated parts of Vattel’s text into his compilation of information about states beyond the ocean,

published in 1847. The project had been initialised under the expectation, well founded within Chinese perspective, that the traditional law of war and peace was drawn on the same principles of natural law on the Chinese as well as on the European side. But the Chinese version of Vattel’s text featured only a short sample of passages and then broke off. With this project, the last attempt failed to find a common platform for combining European and East Asia perceptions of the law of war and peace, and the Nanjing treaty of 1842 rendered that search totally futile. It was not the lack of reciprocity that made it hard for the Chinese side to accept the Nanjing treaty but the combination of its dispositive stipulations with a formulary that demanded the mutual recognition of the legal equality of the signatory parties. The agreement turned completely unbearable for the Chinese side, because the British side pushed through free trade principles with specific regard to trading goods, which the Qīng government knew to be dangerous for the population under its control. The treaty obliged the Qīng to restrict its own surveillance and ordering capacity vis-à-vis the population, thereby using its sovereign competence to restrict its own sovereignty. This aspect of the Nanjing treaty made it unacceptable for the learned public in China.

Yet, the Qīng government not only allowed its own domestic policy competences to become restricted through the Nanjing treaty, but it also renounced two principles of foreign policy of long standing. In the first place, the Qīng government granted the same legal rank to the British government that it claimed for itself. This concession alone had severe consequences for the conduct of relations between the Qīng and other governments in East and Southeast Asia. Traditionally, the Chinese government had been perceived elsewhere in East and Southeast Asia as holding a kind of protective shield above other governments at times of crisis. But through the Nanjing treaty, the Qīng waived that position. It lost its competence and capacity as a protective power and exposed governments of other states to threats of the deployment of military force and diplomatic pressure issued from states in other parts of the world. Specifically in Japan, this aspect of the consequences of the Nanjing treaty raised serious concerns. King William II of the Netherlands increased these worries in 1844 with his warning that the British government was bent to coerce the Japanese government into accepting the “opening” of the state to expanding international maritime intercourse. The government in Edo reacted to King William’s warning with the initial response that it was bound by ancient laws and would therefore not accept any change of policy with regard to international trade. It also told the Dutch king that it would not reply any further to similar advice.244 But the Dutch government remained unimpressed and continued its policy of sending further

warnings, to which they added information about aggressive US government plans to use military force to the end of “opening” Japan. In doing so, the Dutch government pursued a policy *pro domo*, seeking to maintain its own privileged position as the holder of a monopoly of trade with Europe under the protection by the Edo government.245

Second, the Chinese government implicitly recognised the general European principles of sovereignty, simply by entering into treaty relations with the UK. The crucial point was enshrined in Jean Bodin’s argument that the admission of the pluralism of sovereign states and rulers would necessarily imply the admission of legal equality among all sovereigns. Hence, the most significant of the stipulations of the Nanjing treaty was the recognition of sovereign equality on the Chinese side. Even if, optimistically considered, the Chinese government could imagine a military victory over the UK at a later point of time, allowing it to reverse the disadvantageous stipulations it had accepted, it had, in 1842, waived, once at for all, its claim for the highest position in the hierarchy of governments in the world. It had done so by simply taking over the European formulary of peace agreements. Therefore, from the enforcement of the Nanjing treaty, the Qing government was not only legally equal with the British government in its capacity of being in control of a sovereign state, but also in the same respect with some of its neighbours, notably Annam and Japan. The imposition of European international law and the European principles of free trade, then, destroyed a system of inter-state relations in East and Southeast Asia, that had then been in operation for about 1500 years, even though the Qing government retained its claim for the highest position of governments in the world at large to the end of the 1840s and insisted that the Nanjing treaty had prevented the “coming into existence of further difficulties in the future” [yòng tú hòu huàn].246 Yet, the Japanese government was quick to realise the negative implications of the treaty. In an official memorandum, it warned against repeating the Qing policy of admitting European and US diplomatic representatives and demanded that foreign pressures towards the “opening” of states should be resisted.247 The Japanese government thus recognised early on that it was not only European governments seeking to intervene into the domestic affairs of states in East Asia but also the US government. The US government dispatched its envoy Caleb Cushing to China with the instruction to request the “opening” of the country for US traders in a decisive manner. Cushing was to make it clear that the US was an independent state, legally equal to all other states.248
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government would find it impossible to be on a friendly footing with the “Emperor of China”, if the subjects of any government anywhere in the world had more privileges or more beneficial trading conditions than US citizens. On 3 July 1844, Cushing concluded the treaty of Wang Hiya between China and the USA, which gave the same privileges to US merchants that British merchants were already enjoying.

The culture of East Asian diplomacy has thus featured a number of commonalities with its European counterpart, specifically with those of “old” diplomacy. For one, there were never problems with the recognition of the principle that envoys would act on their own behalf but always as rulers’ and government representative agents. Moreover, the need to present credentials of procura never encountered difficulty. The empowered representative envoy was to enjoy protection at the destination, at least on principle, even if infringements upon the legal norm did occur. The origin of the basic rules of diplomatic conduct on unset natural law principles was thus put on record.

Yet, on the other side, the culture of East Asian diplomacy betrayed a number of specificities, setting it apart mainly from “new” European diplomacy. Up to the turn towards the nineteenth century, the East Asian international system comprised China together with the eastern part of Central Asia, Northern Asia with the exception of Siberia, Mongolia, Japan, Korea, Annam (Vietnam), the mountainous regions of Southeast Asia (Zomia) as well as, at least temporarily, the Tibetan highlands. Within this system, the Qīng government claimed the highest rank and tolerated no legal equal. The Qīng ruler war referred to with the European title of “Emperor”, accounting for that hierarchically superior position. Thus, the system was hierarchically structured and served as the frame for the implementation of the Qīng claim for the universality of its rule. The Qīng government used ceremonial, including the demand for the performance of rituals of prostration, to manifest its claim for universality of rule. Put differently, the Chinese “Emperor” demanded the recognition of sovereignty in the sense of the classical theory of universal rule, which was built upon the application of the principle of the inequality of governments. According to that theory, only the Qīng government in Beijing was entitled to claim full sovereignty. Up to the end of the eighteenth century, European government representatives and other diplomatic envoys, such as emissaries dispatched by the long-distance trading companies, had little difficulty with the enactment of the prostration.

---
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ritual. They simply implemented Qīng government instructions. It was only on the occasion of the Macartney mission that dissent arose about British official envoys refusing to perform the prostration ritual, even though the Qīng ruler would not do so as well. In Beijing, then, the agency in charge of managing relations with other states within their international system and with other parts of the world was the office for the rituals (Lĭ Bù). 252 When need arose, this agency prescribed rituals it considered to be required. Within the Qīng government, there was no specific agency with exclusive competence for the management of foreign affairs up until the middle of the nineteenth century.

After the failed attempt to compose a Chinese version of Vattel’s handbook on international law, missionary William Alexander Parsons Martin and several further translators set down to prepare a Chinese version of the widely read handbook of international law by Henry Wheaton. 253 They published the work in 1864. At that time, the task was no longer to find a common platform for the East Asian and European tradition of international law. Instead, the intention was to transfer European concepts and conceptions to China. The translators faced a tough task. Martin himself lamented the wide gaps between the Chinese and the European terminologies that made it difficult to find appropriate equations in Chinese characters for European technical terms. On many occasions, the available Chinese characters appeared to be unsuitable to provide satisfactory equivalents. 254 Indeed, in later Chinese versions of further North American and European international law treatises, 255 some of Martin’s phrases were replaced by versions that had in the meantime come into use in Japanese. 256 Martin himself rephrased parts of his terminology in his version of the introduction to the study of international law by Theodore Dwight Woolsey. 257

The introduction of European international legal concepts and conceptions into Chinese and Japanese followed the pressure issued by European and US diplomats insisting upon abidance by standards of international law, common and customary in Europe and North America at the time.

---
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even though most of these standards were not explicitly laid down in agreements under international law. These implicit standards mainly concerned the customary European public law of treaties between states, upon which European and North American diplomats insisted even when they ran contrary to established legal norms and procedures in East Asia. Quickly, the reception of European and North American standards of international law entailed the reorganisation of government agencies. Thus, the Qing government replaced the Lǐ Bù by the Office in Charge of Matters of All States (Zōnglǐ Géguó Shìwù Yámén) in 1861, which operated under the name Foreign Ministry (Wai-Jiào Bù) from 1901. In Japan, the Foreign Ministry (Gaimushō) came into existence as an agency of its own in 1869, which immediately committed itself to the process of the revision of the unequal treaties, which became possible in accordance with these treaties from 1872.

From the core significance of rituals for the conduct of international relations followed the practice of laying down agreements between states not in the form of written texts but in oral agreements enforced through the performance of rituals. Prior to the nineteenth century, Chinese governments entered only into the two agreements with Russia on the basis of written texts. These treaties followed European formularies. On the Chinese side, the procedures of making out inter-state agreements were flexible and allowed adaptations to the habits of its various treaty partners, as long as the Chinese claims towards the universality of rule and the inequality of the legal status of the partners to the Chinese government were to be implemented and executed through appropriate rituals.

The organisers of the Macartney mission started with the false premise that China would have to be “opened” to British and international trade. This premise did not flow from Chinese law but from the demands of free trade theorists, who rejected all government legal competence to regulate trade. By contrast, the governments in China, Japan and Korea did not principally prohibit international trade, although they insisted upon their own competence to issue trading privileges, as the long-distance trading companies had received them centuries ago. Hence, problems with managing international relations came up, once the perception of the international system had changed, the principles of the organisation of trade had been transformed and the a new culture of diplomacy had taken root in Europe. When the Qing government took a strong stance against the negative consequences of the importation and consumption of opium in 1839, open military conflict was the result between the Qing and the British government, which was then promoting the opium trade. The conflict turned into the first Opium War and ended preliminarily with the Nanjing treaty of 1842.

---

In summary, East Asian culture of diplomacy, up until the turn towards the nineteenth century, was compatible with “old” European diplomacy. The enforcement of the Nanjing treaty and the resulted imposition of the East Asian international system ended that compatibility. The Qīng government was compelled to take over the principles of “new” European diplomacy. The same process of the imposition of “new” European diplomacy repeated itself during the second half of the twentieth century, when postcolonial states in Africa, South and Southeast Asia as well as the South Pacific obtained their independence. The European culture of “new” diplomacy globalised jointly with the superimposition of the European public law of treaties between states and free trade regimes.

e) From the Pluralism of Cultures of Diplomacy to the Globality of the European Culture of “New” Diplomacy

The globalisation of the European culture of “new” diplomacy took place within a newly conceived international system as a single, flexible and expanding framework for the conduct of international relations across the globe. The process of this expansion ended the previous concurrence of a pluralism of mutually compatible cultures of diplomacy. The consequences of this transformation have been on record to the present day in many respects and have impacted deeply upon fields of culture. One of the consequences was a virtually complete Europeanisation of concepts relevant too international relations. In legal respects, only Jellinek’s juristic concept of the state is valid, together with the concepts of sovereignty and legal equality attached to the state. Political discourses on international relations abound with European terminology, focused on concepts of politics and society, including the complex notion of civil society. Also, diplomatic procedures follow European practices. The normative force of this process of the globalisation of concepts and terminologies is hard to overestimate. Concepts form the gist of political goal-settings that can be imposed upon governments of sovereign states, usually through international organisations.

Nevertheless, the non-normative consequences of the globalisation of the European culture of “new” diplomacy appear to be even more grave. They concern mainly the arena of verbal and non-verbal communication. With regard to both types of communication, Japanese diplomat and sometime Foreign Minister Shidehara Kijūrō, already in 1919, noted the problems resulting from the elevation of the English language to the global *lingua franca* of diplomatic envoys from the middle of the nineteenth century. Shidehara, who was well versed in English, complained about Japanese delegates not only becoming victims of racist prejudice during the Paris Peace Conference, but also facing disadvantages due to their lack of mastery of English. It appeared to him that Japanese delegates not only articulated themselves imperfectly at international conferences, thereby triggering
ridicule and sarcasm, but, more importantly, were unfamiliar with European negotiation styles. He thus believed that it was dangerous for Japan to participate in international conferences, which might place the Japanese state in jeopardy and at the mercy of power brokers at these gatherings.259

Shidehara’s comment related to verbal as well as to non-verbal communication. In his time, the European technical terminology had already become the common property of diplomatic jargon. However, these technical terms had been rendered into different words used in various Asian languages and these versions were not always completely compatible with the meanings and connotations of the original English words. Therefore, a vast potential for misunderstands existed, when non-native English speakers used a technical term without the required precision of meaning. In addition, non-verbal signals, which European and North American conference participants would exchange among one another, might be unintelligible to participants from Asia and even Latin America. These communicative deficits have by no means been overcome but have even strengthened distortions in the semantic triangles in use in diplomatic communication. These distortions have resulted from the imposition of diplomatic procedures as referent matter and formalised perceptions, which acquired legal status, once they received sanctions through treaties under international law. These procedures and legally enforced concepts were often represented imperfectly by words and practices of non-verbal communication that were culturally specific.260

In summary, then, the question of the singularity of a culture of diplomacy meets a differentiating answer. A single, integrated culture of diplomacy drawn on institutions and a legal basis is young and has been globalised from European origins. It relates to the structure of diplomatic intercourse with all its procedures, the organisation of foreign policy agencies, official titles, rules of accreditation and negotiation practices. The principle of state sovereignty in conjunction with the principle of the legal equality forms the basis of this culture of diplomacy. Next to that, remnants of the former pluralism of cultures of diplomacy have continued to be in practice at an informal level, mainly with regard to patterns of communication. At these levels, power play is frequent, often to the disadvantage of those not raised within the European cultural tradition. At this informal level,


inequality takes command. By consequence, two answers to the further question about the genesis of international relations are in place. On the one side, international relations have been conducted ever since groups have maintained relations with outsiders, have perceived these relations as systemically relevant and have left behind information about their activities. As a rule, these international relations were not global in scope. On the other side, and with regard to the globe as a whole, international relations have come into existence only at the time, at which a global culture of diplomacy began to be conducted and has subjected the entire globe to its systemic network, and this system of international relations has not been in operation for more than 150 or so years.

The transformation of international legal theory and the culture(s) of diplomacy confirm the changes of the models of the international system and their effects on international legal theory and diplomatic practice. Within a biologically modelled international system, the derivation of theoretical statements from non-human agencies is impossible, and the application of international legal theories and guidelines for diplomatic practice without cultural prejudice is not given. In consequence of the European and North American insistence that international legal theory and diplomatic practice must be derived from principles purposefully set through human action, the need came on the international agenda to decide which international legal community should be identified as the only one capable of making and enforcing international legal norms and standards of diplomatic practice. That theorists and practicing diplomats in Europe and North America took the international legal community for granted, which had emerged in these parts of the world, was to be expected. Yet the expansion of that international legal community to the boundaries of the globe could not receive legitimacy with legal means; instead, legitimising the globalisation of the European and North American international legal community required the pursuit of power at the hands of governments of those European and North American sovereign states, in which the globalisation of the international system was taken to be a government task. By the standards of classical natural law theories, the implementation of that task was unjust. In the two subsequent chapters, the inherent contradiction between nineteenth- and early twentieth-century and natural law theories continuing in use elsewhere in the world, shall be analysed in their historiographic perception.